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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Atomically thin graphene holds exceptional promise to enable new functionalities and 
drastically improve performance of electronic, energy, sensing, and bio-medical 
devices. Graphene was the first two dimensional material isolated and subsequently 
investigated. This led to the confirmation and discovery of a number of unique 
phenomena which have captured the interest of researchers from all over the world. 
Much of the excitement surrounding graphene is due to its remarkable properties and 
inherent quantum effects. These properties and effects make it a desirable material for 
incorporation into new devices. Graphene has a plethora of potential uses including 
gas and molecular sensors, electronics, spintronics and optics [1-15]. Interestingly, 
some of graphene’s unique properties were well established before the material was 
even isolated, due to a considerable amount of theoretical work and simulations. The 
material was to some extent a condensed matter modeller’s “toy” as it was used as a 
benchmark two-dimensional (2D) material. Graphene had also been used for a long 
time theoretically as the fundamental building block of many other carbon structures. 
The isolation of graphene was an achievement in itself as it was previously thought 
impossible as the planar 2D structure was considered to be thermodynamically 
unstable [16].  It was suspected that the surface energy of graphene would be too high, 
as a planar material, and that spontaneous curving would occur to minimise surface 
energy. The discovery and fabrication of other low dimensional thermodynamically 
stable carbon nanostructures including fullerene and nanotubes supported this idea 
This theory was however disproven and, through very tedious trial and error 
mechanical exfoliation experiments, graphene was eventually isolated and its 
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properties verified experimentally in 2006 [17]. Despite its isolation and the 
confirmation of its potentially useful properties graphene still remains largely “in the 
lab” due to the difficulty in producing high quality and large-area graphene films, 
required for commercial use. 
A large number of techniques have been developed capable of producing graphene 
differing by cost, quality and the size of sheets made. One of the more promising 
methods, for producing graphene suitable for commercial applications, is synthesis 
on a copper catalyst at elevated temperatures using simple hydrocarbons (methane, 
acetylene etc) as the carbon source. This method features benefits over others in the 
size, quality and reproducibility of the method. Whilst both high quality and large 
area graphene films have been made in this manner, significant problems remain in 
the efficiency with respect to the energy and materials consumed as well as the 
processing time. The films produced in this method also require transferring causing 
damage, contamination and further waste. This chapter introduces graphene as a 
material, highlights a number of the methods of producing graphene, introduces 
approaches to chemical vapour deposition, presents the problems associated with 
graphene transfer and presents a number of different graphene structures that have 
already been produced. The knowledge gaps investigated in this thesis are thusly 
identified. 
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1.2 Motivation to study graphene 
1.2.1 Properties 
Graphene is comprised of carbon atoms arranged in a 2D plane bound together via sp2 
carbon bonds. The sp2 hybridised lattice structure of graphene gives rise to a number 
of interesting and unique properties. Each carbon atom within a crystal is covalently 
bonded to 3 other atoms through its outer s and p orbital electrons. This leaves the 3rd 
p orbital electron unbound on each carbon atom. The symmetry of the system means 
that these electrons become indistinguishable from each other and completely 
delocalise over the entire crystal in a system wide π orbital. This orbital covers the 
entire space above and below the 2D carbon sheet. By occupying this space, the 
electrons form a physical barrier preventing the diffusion of any species, even the 
smallest molecule Helium, through the material. 
Mechanical properties of graphene are similar to that of graphite as they both feature 
the same structure. Graphene however when compared to graphite is not held 
together by stacked van der Waals forces. The elastic stiffness of graphene is reported 
to be 340 N.m-1 , with a breaking strength of 42 N.m-1 for a defect-free sheet [18]. The 
corresponding Young’s modulus is 1 TPa making it the strongest material ever 
measured. The elastic properties of graphene mean that it can be stretched as well, 
even when stretched to 25% of its natural length electrical properties only diminish by 
one order of magnitude [19]. A true 2D material, all the atoms in the material are 
surface atoms thus giving graphene the largest surface to weight ratio of any material. 
The unique and specific electronic properties of graphene drive research into both 
understanding its properties and potential applications. The properties of graphene 
like all materials are linked to its electronic band structure. The assembly of atoms in 
graphene as a 2D planar sheet of sp2 hybridised atoms leads to the band structure show 
in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: π-π* Band Structure of Graphene, inset: Dirac cone [20]. 
 
The inset in this figure highlights the dispersion curve about the Dirac point. 
Generally materials feature quadratic dispersion curves except near Brillouin edges. 
For the case of graphene however it can be seen that this relation is approximately 
linear. Calculating the effective mass of a charge carrier can be done using the 
following equation: 
𝒎𝒆 =
𝝏𝑬
𝝏𝒌
     (1) 
Equation 1, me is the effective mass of the charge carrier, E is the energy of the 
charge carrier and k is the charge carrier’s wave vector.  
Given this, if the dispersion relation is linear, than around the Dirac point the effective 
mass of the charge carriers is 0. Thus changes to the energy of the electrons causes a 
proportional response in their momentum. This leads to a variety of interesting charge 
carrier dynamics. Firstly the charge carriers are capable of moving at great speeds, 
velocities of v ≈ 106 m s-1 [21] have been measured. Speeds of this value mean that the 
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charges are moving at relativistic speeds. For particles moving at these speeds the 
Schrodinger’s equations no longer hold and adjustments are made to incorporate 
Dirac’s equations. This allows direct measurements on a material of unique physics 
that is normally only possible in high energy physics. 
The unique dispersion relation and charge carrier dynamics of graphene also lead to 
properties that may be useful in devices. The speed at which the charge carriers travel 
gives graphene the greatest charge carrier mobility recorded for a material (non-
superconducting), in excess of 280 000 cm2V-1s-1 at 4.2 K [22]. It should be noted that 
this value is affected greatly by the environment around the material. The interaction 
of graphene with supporting materials has been noted to significantly reduce the 
carrier mobility. This is generally believed to be a result of the interaction between 
charges and phonons generated in the supporting structure [23]. Coinciding with the 
mobility measurements, the conductivity of graphene is very high leading to charge 
carrier mean free paths in excess of 1 micron [24] this is interesting for the construction 
of devices as many microelectronic devices are smaller than this. These effects lead to 
ballistic transport of charge in graphene, rather than the more common diffusive 
processes found in metals. Worthy of note is that most of these properties whilst 
diminished are retained at standard lab temperature and pressure. Therefore the 
interesting electronic effects found in graphene can be harnessed for devices operating 
under normal conditions. 
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1.3 Graphene production: methods and 
knowledge gap 
There have been a number of successful approaches to synthesising graphene. They 
can be broken down into three broad processes: 
Physical isolation; where a graphene sheet is separated from other carbon sheets 
through a physical force breaking the van der Waals force holding them together, 
these methods are very similar to graphene transfer methods. 
Chemical synthesis; a method where a graphene sheet is produced through the 
chemical reaction of a sheet of a graphene precursor in a liquid environment, generally 
graphene oxide is reduced. 
Thermal growth; graphene is self-assembled on the surface of a material through the 
breakdown of a carbon containing precursor through thermodynamic and catalytic 
effects. 
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1.3.1 Physical isolation 
Physical isolation is an approach to fabricating graphene where layers of graphite are 
mechanically separated until a single monolayer (graphene) is left. It is largely a trial 
and error approach impacting on its reproducibility and thus ability to be industrially-
scaled. It makes use of the fact that the force holding two sheets of carbon together are 
weak van der Waals forces. The cumulative effect of these forces over a crystal is that 
a force of the order of 300 nN.µm-2 [25] is required to separate one layer from another. 
This approach was demonstrated in the report detailing the isolation and testing of 
graphene in 2006 which earned its authors a noble prize [17]. Through the use of 
common adhesive tape and repetitive stick and peel processes a 1 µm thick graphite 
flake was slowly but eventually reduced to a single monolayer [17]. 
A limitation of this technique arises due to residues left from the glue on the tape and 
therefore subsequent treatment (usually heating) is required to remove this 
contamination. The method described above is the most common approach, however, 
there are other approaches. One of these other approaches uses a high voltage applied 
to the graphite rather than tape. This causes adhesion of graphene to a substrate and 
subsequently when the graphite is removed graphene can remain stuck to the 
substrate [26]. This is an improvement over other techniques as it removes adhesive 
contamination, as none is used.  
Despite the apparent archaic nature of this method of synthesizing graphene it does 
produce the best quality graphene films [27]. This is because the quality of the 
graphene is intimately linked to the quality of the initial piece of graphite and single 
crystalline graphite sources are quite readily available. A marked advantage of this 
particular approach to isolating graphene is that the graphene can be “stuck” directly 
to the surface required for analysis or use, so no further transfer is required. Obviously 
the major drawback of this technique is the required man power and the 
uncontrollable variation in whether or not graphene is isolated. In general when 
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graphene is isolated it is a small piece mixed in with multi layered graphene and can 
be difficult to find [28]. 
1.3.2 Chemical synthesis 
Chemical synthesis primarily consists of the reduction of graphene oxide into 
graphene. While first synthesized in 1859 by Brodie using volatile reagents, graphene 
oxide is now easily produced with a safe and simple chemical reaction established in 
1958 by Hummers [29]. This process  simply involves combining a graphite dispersion 
with concentrated sulphuric acid, sodium nitrate and potassium permanganate and 
heating to 45°C for a couple of hours. Graphene oxide is simply the product of 
oxidation of graphite and contains varying amounts of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen 
depending on the efficiency of the synthesis. Once graphene oxide sheets are isolated 
they then require reduction to convert them to graphene. 
A variety of approaches to reduce graphene oxide have yet to be successful in 
producing 100% graphene films, though some methods do get close (Chhowalla 
reference science 2016). These approaches range from highly intricate, multi-step 
reduction processes to simple deoxygenation in alkaline solutions [30, 31]. While these 
approaches do not produce pure graphene films considerable portions of the samples 
are reduced [32] and, as such, these are techniques being pursued by researchers as 
even these partial graphene films exhibit some of the unique characteristics of 
graphene such as low resistance and high transparency. 
1.3.3 Thermal growth 
Thermal growth is the most widely researched process for fabricating graphene. This 
is because thermal growth processes present a method that can be readily up-scaled. 
There are two primary avenues to producing graphene in a thermal growth process: 
thermally decomposing carbides; and, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on metals 
or carbides from carbon containing precursor gases. 
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Thermal decomposition of carbides requires very high temperatures, typically higher 
than 1000 °C, and has been successful with a number of different carbides. Using 
temperatures of 1000 °C and n-type doped 6H-SiC(0001) graphene has been grown 
[33]. Graphene coverage of the surface was incomplete however the graphene islands 
formed are, for the most part, high-quality graphene. This is typical of most growth 
using different SiC sources with similar results being produced at higher temperatures 
in a number of studies [34, 35]. There have also been a few reports of the growth of 
graphene on TiC(111) [36], TiC(410) [36] and TaC(111)[37]. However, each of these 
reported studies has required a particular crystalline phase for growth and occurs at 
temperatures much greater than 1000 °C. 
CVD growth differs from thermal decomposition in that a source of carbon is required 
as there is no carbon contained in the substrate used. Common carbon sources include 
hydrocarbons and fluorocarbons injected in the gas phase. There a wide variety of 
different catalysts that have been used to grow graphene including Pt(111) at 1000 K 
[38], Ru(001) at 1270 K [39], Ni(111) at 1230 K [40] , Ir(111) at 970 K [41], Rh(111) at 920 
K [42] and Co(0001) at 600 K [43]. Most growth occurs on a single crystalline face of a 
metal substrate. There are also examples of growth on polycrystalline Ni[44], Pt[45] 
Co [46] and Cu[47]. The proposed growth mechanism for most CVD processes relies 
on the dissolution of gas phase carbon precursors into the metal and subsequent 
precipitation as the catalyst is cooled. This was for a period the most common method 
of CVD growth. The problem with this growth process is that it can be hard to control 
the number of graphene layers that are expelled on precipitation. Chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) of graphene on copper catalyst at 1175 K is presently one of the most 
promising methods [3, 48, 49].  
Copper is a preferred catalyst as predominately single layer graphene grows on its 
surface as the growth process is self-limiting [48] unlike other catalysts and relative 
lower cost.  Graphene is grown on a copper surface in a process whereby the 
hydrocarbon interacts with the surface to breakdown into carbon building units and 
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also catalyse graphene growth [47]. This is important as it means that it is a self-
limiting process, once graphene fully covers the surface there is no more catalyst 
available to increase the number of layers. This is mostly true however there are 
commonly multi-layer graphene and other carbon impurities. This process does 
however require a high temperature annealing step as well as high temperature 
growth conditions. These high temperatures may improve crystallinity, smooth and 
clean the surface. However these high temperatures also prevent on-device fabrication 
and consumes a large amount of energy compared to low temperature processing [48, 
50, 51]. 
It should also be noted that the morphology of the grown films is constrained to that 
of the catalyst being used and as such cannot be controlled to any large extent. 
Meaning that films consist entirely of horizontally oriented graphene sheets. This is 
relevant for two reasons. First, it means that the surface energy of the catalyst plays 
some role in the formation of graphene which is further confirmed by the variety of 
temperatures at which the different catalysts function. Second, it also means the 
growth of graphene in such a process is either limited to expensive single-crystal 
materials or high temperature annealing is required to produce a catalyst capable of 
growth. These processes, which in the long run are required for large scale 
implementation by industry, have two major flaws: the very high temperatures 
required and the cost of catalysts. Ideally, to overcome these flaws in CVD low 
temperature synthesis and economically viable catalysts need to be developed. 
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1.3.4 Summary 
Technique Advantage Disadvantage 
Mechanical exfoliation 
Cheap and easy 
Simple equipment 
Highly variable 
Uneven films 
Labor intensive 
Chemical synthesis 
Easy up-scaling 
Quick process 
Fragile and volatile reagents 
Only partially reacted 
products 
Thermal growth 
Even films 
Large areas 
Hard to control morphology 
High temperatures 
Table 1.1: Summary of different approaches to synthesizing graphene 
The desire to upscale these processes and incorporate graphene into devices is an area 
of ongoing research. As outlined above in Table 1.1 currently there is no ideal 
technique to fabricate graphene suitable for commercial device applications. To be 
appropriate for device integration, a technique is required that is controllable, cheap 
and easy to upscale. None of the current techniques meet these requirements. 
Presenting a clear knowledge gap in graphene synthesis. The most promising 
however is thermal growth, particularly, that on copper. If this technique can be 
optimised, this approach would meet the requirements for industrial scale growth of 
graphene. For this reason most of the discussions in this thesis are related to copper 
based thermal chemical vapour deposition. One unexplored method to optimize 
supported growth of graphene is plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) at low 
temperatures. This technique may be useful for industrial scale device integration due 
to the advantages plasma enhanced processes have over standard neutral gas CVD. 
Furthermore as it has not been investigated, it will present a novel approach to 
graphene synthesis if successful.  
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1.4 Graphene transfer 
The most common graphene transfer process relies on the etching (either partial or 
complete) of the underlying support structure of the graphene film. Considering the 
prevalence and applicability of copper-based growth of graphene this discussion is 
limited to the transfer of graphene from copper.  
Iron(III) Chloride (FeCl3) etching of the copper catalyst is the most common method 
for decoupling of graphene [52]. This is usually achieved in a multi-step process 
whereby; a graphene covered copper foil is covered in a poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) film; the PMMA/graphene/Cu is then placed in 1 M FeCl3 solution till the Cu 
is dissolved or the PMMA/graphene is detached from the Cu (and, generally, left 
floating on the surface); the PMMA/graphene is then rinsed in deionised (DI) water; 
the film is then placed on the desired surface; everything is placed in an acetone 
vapour to remove the PMMA from the graphene leaving just the graphene behind on 
the surface. This process features a number of problems particularly those related to 
damage and contamination. Folding and wrinkling of the graphene is quite common 
during the process, this will significantly affect the properties of the film. 
Contaminations from iron, iron chloride and the PMMA also affect the film, this is a 
particular problem in magnetic measurements with the Fe contaminants. Finally this 
is also a destructive process is it difficult to get the copper back from solution and uses 
toxic chemicals. 
Considering the problems with this common transfer method there have been 
attempts to solve these problems, the most promising results involving 
electrochemical treatments which do not completely destroy the catalyst. These 
processes still utilise a PMMA coating but rely on electrochemical etching by using 
the graphene/catalyst as an electrode in a chemical cell. Gas evolution is commonly 
found at the interface of catalyst and graphene which aids in the decoupling however 
the mechanical strain has not been investigated and there are suggestions it leads to 
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some damage or wrinkling as in the normal process. Modification of the catalyst, 
contamination of the graphene and catalyst reuse, have not been investigated in these 
techniques. These processes still rely on the use of chemical solutions, albeit generally 
much more desirable, salt solutions [53, 54]. 
Other graphene transfer techniques that have been researched include, a dry transfer 
method for growth from single crystalline germanium [55] and a singular report of 
deionized water delamination [56]. The dry method covers the graphene in gold and 
then it is physically peeled off of the germanium. This work addresses some of the 
graphene transfer issues[57, 58] although difficulties remain. It has only been shown 
to work on H-terminated single crystalline Germanium, which is orders of magnitude 
more expensive than the copper foils usually used to grow graphene. Furthermore it 
requires a gold coating to remove the graphene and the re-usability of this are not 
obvious or mentioned, meaning it may indeed increase the costs. However the 
removal of all chemical solutions may indeed prove useful in some applications. 
Delamination with DI water is a process that takes multiple steps, heated water (90 
°C), 2 hours soaking and a hot press (140 °C) for 40 minutes [56]. Interestingly, there 
is no mention why this process is activated in this case and not in other processes 
where graphene is grown in a very similar manner, PMMA is still used as an 
intermediary support and there has been no further demonstration of this work. 
It is believed that the decoupling and transfer of graphene from a catalyst surface to a 
usable surface is the biggest hurdle facing the implementation of graphene devices 
[57, 59, 60]. Whilst optimisations and changes may be made to the growth processes, 
moving and manipulating the material without damaging or contaminating it is 
currently extremely difficult. Without an effective solution to this problem it is highly 
unlikely that supported growth will be commercially viable. 
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1.5 Research objectives 
The research contained within this thesis has been designed to contribute to solving 
the many issues regarding graphene growth and its subsequent commercial use. 
Chapter 2 contains the theory, concepts and the design of the experiments that 
underpin this research. The objectives of this research include: 
 Design, develop, assemble and implement a unique plasma-based process for 
growing graphene and graphene-related nanostructures. 
 Test and optimise the plasma-based process so as to reduce the overall growth 
temperature of single-layer graphene. 
 Investigate the controls, in particular those enabled by using a plasma, 
allowing the growth of graphene and graphene-related nanostructures of 
varying morphologies, purities and properties. 
 Determine the conditions for the transition between the nucleation of 
horizontal and vertical graphene-related structures in a plasma environment. 
 Analyse the properties of different plasma grown graphene structures and 
compare them to the properties of those materials made in different processes. 
 Investigate the different ways in which graphene growth is nucleated in a 
plasma environment compared to other processes. 
 Record and analyse any new effects that are enabled when applying a plasma 
to the growth of graphene and graphene-related structures. 
 Perform initial tests for the application of the materials produced in future 
devices. 
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1.6 Overview of the thesis 
This thesis is divided into 6 chapters. They contain within them: the motivation for 
this thesis; the theoretical under pinning for the work; the results of the experiments 
conducted; the analysis of these experiments; discussions of the importance of these 
experimental results; and finally a summary of the original contributions of the work. 
Chapter 1 contains a summary of the research undertaken into graphene. This chapter 
provides an explanation of why graphene is a particularly interesting material. It 
describes the motivation of research into different processes for growing graphene 
and graphene-related materials. Finally it highlights the gaps in the knowledge base 
regarding graphene growth. This leads to the objectives of the research in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 provides the framework for the research. Within this chapter the design of 
the experiment is explained. The theory and background for the experiments is 
explained. Methods for the analysis and testing of the materials synthesised are also 
described. Scientific explanations regarding how these techniques work are included 
as required. 
Chapter 3 describes the evidence for the growth of single layer graphene in this work. 
Specific novelties in this work are highlighted as well as the advantages and 
disadvantages of this process. Through the implementation of a model a comparison 
is made between the effects observed in this and other processes. The unique 
structures and morphologies of the graphene-related materials that can be grown in 
this process are described. Finally the growth of vertical and horizontal graphene-
related structures is compared. 
Chapter 4 includes the evidence for and analysis of plasma-specific effects unique to 
this process. Experiments conducted to determine how the catalyst is modified before 
and during graphene growth are examined. The effects on the composition and 
crystallography of the catalyst are both analysed. A new, entirely unique approach to 
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decoupling the graphene from the catalyst is described. Results of experiments 
designed to elucidate the mechanism of decoupling are analysed and discussed. 
Chapter 5 deals with the optimisation of the process and investigates the effects 
modify the growth conditions has on the materials. Results are presented from the 
variation of gas composition, plasma exposure time, supplied power and substrate 
biasing. The effects of varying these parameters is discussed in reference to 
morphology, film quality and properties of the film. This chapter includes a more 
thorough discussion of the plasma effects highlighted in chapter 2 with evidential 
support. 
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. A summary of the work included in the thesis is 
presented. The original contributions of this thesis are listed and their importance in 
relation to graphene research is highlighted. Finally the thesis is concluded by 
presenting the future outlook for this work. 
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Chapter 2 - Methodology 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Reported plasma-based approaches to the growth of horizontal graphene films are 
limited. Vertically aligned graphene-like structures (including single wall carbon 
nanotubes and vertical aligned graphene nanoflakes) have been investigated in a 
plasma environment. However, horizontally aligned graphene has not, as it is 
considerably more difficult to grow. This is primarily a result of electric fields in 
plasma environments preferentially growing vertical structures, as growth is driven 
along electric fields perpendicular to the surface. In this chapter, the plasma system 
used in the work related to this thesis is described. The specific phenomena that we 
would like to take advantage of and those which we wish to avoid will be discussed. 
The background theory for the analysis techniques used to characterise and probe the 
properties of the materials relevant in this work are explained. Finally, methods used 
in the testing for potential applications of the grown films are explained.   
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2.2 Plasma enhanced processes 
Plasma based approaches to material synthesis are becoming more prevalent as the 
advantages of these unique systems over standard thermal processes are explored. By 
enabling unique methods to deliver matter and energy a surface and opening the 
possibility of activating inert surfaces for growth. Nanomaterials can be grown more 
efficiently, with different morphologies, selectively and with purpose [61-63]. Whilst 
controls in standard thermal processes are limited to thermodynamics eg; time, 
pressure and temperature, in the plasma case we can also change dissociation rates 
and ratios, apply directed heating and displace and screen certain species by tuning 
the parameters of the plasma. A number of studies have verified how plasmas can 
enhance the growth of nanostructures. Cases where plasmas have enhanced the 
growth of structures include, but are not limited to quantum dots, nanowires, 
nanotubes to thin films [64-69]. Research continues in these fields and this work 
presents a contribution in this field. Here we examine how specific effects can be used 
to improve the growth of graphene and graphene-related structures. 
 
2.2.1 Material production 
The first case to examine is that of material production in a plasma. To begin we look 
at the species produced in a neutral thermal CVD process. In this environment 
building units (BUs), those units required to grow the nanomaterial, are produced in 
two ways through thermal break down in the gaseous environment or upon an active 
catalyst. The common set-up for a thermal CVD system is a hot wall tube furnace. In 
this arrangement gas is constantly fed into the system meaning that any hydrocarbons 
that are not in the vicinity of the catalyst are effectively used as a carrier gas. Gas phase 
production of BUs is possible, however at the operation temperature and pressure of 
most tube furnaces the hydrocarbons are not broken down to a high degree only 
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usually a few or a fraction of a percent [70, 71]. This means that most BUs are produced 
catalytically on the surface of the metal substrate. Referring to the number of catalysts 
described in chapter 1 for graphene growth, much of the work in thermal CVD growth 
of a nanomaterial is targeted at finding a catalytic surface which assists in both 
producing BUs and growing the new material. This is particularly interesting in the 
case of graphene as Cu is generally used preferentially compared to those metals 
commonly used for producing carbon nanomaterials, Fe, Co and Ni. This is because 
whilst Fe, Co, and Ni are useful for producing BUs they are not desirable as a catalyst 
for graphene growth as it is difficult to control the growth on these surfaces. On Cu, 
the breakdown of the hydrocarbon precursors used to produce the BUs for the growth 
is significantly reduced. This means that it takes a longer time to grow graphene on 
Cu and also that these systems feature a lot of wasted materials.  
Looking at the case of the plasma-based growth of graphene we have a very different 
environment than the standard thermal case. In this environment the production of 
BUs is different in both the gas phase and upon the catalyst. In the gas phase there is 
now a plasma discharge, generally and to be most effective, in line before the gas 
reaches the catalyst. This discharge produces a plethora of new species in the gas 
phase consisting of neutral, positive and negatively charged species. From these 
species new BUs specifically those that may not be thermodynamically favoured can 
be produced. For instance if 3 carbon long hydrocarbons may be thermodynamically 
stable at a given temperature and pressure longer or shorter chain hydrocarbons may 
be produced by the plasma and stabilised by kinetic processes. These species can be 
produced via a number of different reactions including the standard plasma 
breakdown such as ionic dissociation and addition, polymerisation, collision induced 
dissociation as well as a variety of other chemical reactions. Given their different 
charge states, positive, neutral and negative these species can also be controlled with 
electric and magnetic fields so that species can be screened or selected from the 
discharge. Just by introducing a plasma there is now significantly more breakdown of 
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the precursors in the gas phase before they reach the catalyst when compared to the 
standard thermal case. 
Stated above the predominant source of BU production in the thermal CVD case was 
on the catalytic surface not in the gas phase. In the plasma case this may or may not 
be true however the catalytic function of the surface is increased regardless. Whilst 
only thermally stable species could play significant roles in the breakdown of 
precursors on the catalyst before we now have a variety of kinetic products produced 
by the plasma. These species enable ion-induced dissociation, hydrogen-induced 
dissociation, direct ion decomposition, radical etching and charged species 
bombardment. All of these species serve to increase the rates and variety of species 
available for graphene growth. Usefully these can be modified by tuning the delivery 
of species to the surface. By applying particular controls we can allow different species 
to impact on the surface of the catalyst and effectively control the growth. This, as 
stated above, is not possible in the thermal case. It should however be noted that with 
these benefits come drawbacks. Most notably whilst there is indeed there are more 
available BUs for growth, some may not be desirable for growth which is a common 
problem in plasma based synthesis techniques. Thus the process whilst allowing more 
control generally requires further optimisation to determine the best conditions for 
the growth of a particular material, in this case graphene. 
 
2.2.2 Plasma-surface interactions 
There are a number of ways that a plasma discharge interacts with surfaces within its 
vicinity that produce interesting and useful effects to harness. The most useful of these 
effects to this particular work are plasma heating and surface activation. 
Plasma heating is a phenomenon that is intrinsic to the nature of the plasma. A 
collection of particles are imparted with extra energy due to the discharge. This energy 
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does two things, breaks gas molecules down and ionises them and provides kinetic 
energy. By directing these species to the catalyst surface, the kinetic energy can be 
converted to thermal energy via bombardment [72]. Quite a lot of energy can be 
applied to the catalyst in this manner and can serve to act as the heat source for the 
growth process. This is a more efficient way of heating the surface than in a thermal 
CVD tube furnace. Instead of heating the whole furnace, tube, insulators and catalyst 
surface we can apply heating (primarily) to the catalyst surface. This process is slightly 
different however to normal heating. The temperature is dramatically reduced when 
the bombardment ceases, allowing for very quick cooling of the surface. The heat is 
also primarily confined to the surface of the catalyst and does not significantly heat 
the rest of the sample nor the stage used to hold it. Measurements made in the set-up 
used for this work show that during standard operation the stage reaches a 
temperature of 80±5 °C, whilst the catalyst surface temperature can reach 
temperatures in excess of 250°C. It is expected that with proper control optimisation, 
plasma heating can be used as the only heating source in these experiments. Again 
note is made of the potential drawbacks of this implementation of a plasma. 
Considering the energetic bombardment it is expected that some damage may occur 
to the exposed surface of the catalyst if highly energetic ions are used. To minimise 
this effect lower energy ions are desirable however this will reduce the maximum 
temperature achievable.  A balance must therefore be struck in deciding on the 
temperature required and the allowable damage to the surface during growth. 
Plasma surface activation is a secondary effect of plasma bombardment and exposure 
to radicals and ions. Surface “activation” occurs as the surface energy of the exposed 
surface is increased. This can occur in a multitude of ways and is not limited to surface 
bond rearrangement, etching and texturing of the surface, recrystallization and the 
formation of broken or “dangling” bonds on the surface [73]. The increase in the 
surface energy allows for greater movement range of adatoms and increases the 
likelihood of the nucleation of high energy surfaces when compared to the thermal 
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case [74]. This is an important consideration in the case of graphene. It is widely 
accepted that one of the difficulties in growing graphene exists in the surface energy 
of graphene. It is greater than that of other potential carbon nanostructures. This is 
likely a contributing factor to the reason why nanotubes, nanodots and spheres were 
isolated before single layer graphene. Looking at the thermal case this can be avoided 
by using high temperatures and other kinetic controls. In the case of plasma growth 
we can prepare a surface with higher surface energy which may stabilise the growth 
of graphene, as the graphene coating may reduce the overall energy of the system. 
Furthermore the rapid delivery of energy via bombarding species including radicals 
and ions drive kinetic reactions which can assist in producing, a kinetic product like, 
graphene instead of more thermodynamically stable products. 
 
2.2.3 Plasma-based growth of carbon structures 
Plasmas have been successfully implemented to enhance the growth of a variety of 
materials, further they have been found to be particularly useful in the case of carbon 
nanostructures. Concerning the growth of sp3 carbon, diamonds have been grown at 
significantly lower pressure and temperatures than possible in thermal processes by 
using plasmas.  Through the use of a low temperature microwave plasma it has in fact 
been demonstrated that diamonds can be deposited on plastic films at 100 °C [75]. 
There are many other cases and examples of plasmas being used in the growth of sp3 
carbon structures [68, 72, 76-78] however considering graphene’s sp2 nature the 
discussion will be limited to these materials.  
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are the salient example regarding the benefits of plasma 
enhancement to a growth process. Vertical alignment of the nanotubes can be 
enhanced  in plasma growth, compared to the curled, non-aligned tubes commonly 
found in CVD processes  [79]. Growth is also possible at lower temperatures, occurs 
faster and tubes are longer when a plasma is utilised in their growth [80]. The increase 
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in length and speed of growth may potentially be linked to increased diffusion of 
species in plasma environments [77, 81] this will lead to carbon BUs being delivered 
to the growing surface quicker. This quicker delivery can enhance and stabilise 
kinetically driven processes, if graphene is a kinetic product of carbon, this would 
obviously be beneficial. In fact the change in growth temperature of CNTs is quite 
substantial, decreasing from 700-800 °C in a neutral environment to a couple of 
hundred degrees  in   a comparable plasma process [82].  The main reasons suggested 
for the change in growth temperature is the modification of the BUs which are 
supplied with the appropriate amount of energy in the plasma environment  [83]. This 
suggests that the growth of sp2 structures can be enhanced just be simply using the 
plasma to breakdown precursors ignoring any other beneficial plasma effects. The  
partial or complete breakdown of hydrocarbon precursors into  radicals, ions and 
other species occurs in the gas phase rather than on the catalyst in a plasma. This 
breakdown is generally the rate  limiting step in carbon nanotube  growth, [84] this 
would appear to be an obvious advantage of any growth process implementing a 
plasma. Comparing this case to that of graphene the same advantages exist. One of 
our objectives is to reduce the growth temperature of graphene. In the neutral, thermal 
case a minimum growth temperature is imposed, by the breakdown temperature of 
the hydrocarbon precursor on the catalyst. When the BUs are produced in the plasma 
phase this barrier is removed.  
The growth of carbon nanostructures, specifically those of a sp2 nature, is further 
enhanced by effects only really observable in a plasma environment. Firstly plasma 
systems, specifically inductively coupled plasmas, produce a considerable amount of 
atomic hydrogen. This species  can account for close to 1% of the total hydrogen in the 
system [85]. At low temperatures the production of these species is 
thermodynamically unfavourable and in fact incredibly high temperatures are 
required to produce atomic hydrogen in a CVD style process[71]. The production of 
atomic hydrogen is important in the case of graphene growth [86-88]. We also 
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postulate that the atomic hydrogen may play a role in passivating the open graphene 
edges stabilising them during growth whilst waiting for further carbon attachment.   
The bombardment of energetic species on the surface has other effects other than 
simply heating the surface. In the case of sp2 structures it is found that the 
bombardment by low energy Ar+ ions assists in re-ordering carbon rings [89]. It has 
been shown both numerically and experimentally that these ions within a particular 
energy range 3-5 eV can assist in converting 5 and 7 member ring systems into the 
preferred 6 member systems. Considering the aim of low temperature growth, it is 
unlikely sufficient thermal energy will be available to reconstruct defects in the 
growing graphene crystals. Therefore an additional way to remove and heal defects 
will be beneficial in producing larger, higher quality crystals. It should be noted that 
this is an athermal, kinetically driven process so even at very low temperatures it may 
be possible to improve the quality of graphene films using a low energy Ar+ beam. 
Whilst not examined or discussed in the work it is worth noting that these Ar+ species 
may also activate an athermal catalytic process for growing graphene. The ions have 
demonstrated the ability to break the existing carbon bonds and reform them in to 6 
member ring systems. Thus is may be possible to  replace the broken 5,7  member ring 
systems with BUs from the plasma and construct graphene nucleation sites from these 
with the assistance of Ar+ ions. Growth of these graphene nuclei may then be possible 
as further BUs attachment is argon-mediated. 
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Figure 2.1: a) Schematic of Plasma System b) Plasma in Operation[90]. 
 
To fully utilise and test these effects we have designed and constructed a plasma 
system. Seen in Figure 2.1 is a schematic of the system a) and the system in operation 
b).  Firstly we chose to use a radio frequency inductively coupled plasma (ICP). This 
was chosen as; it allows for good confinement of the plasma; produces significant 
amounts of atomic hydrogen [76, 91] which as stated above may be beneficial; 
separates ions and electrons; and finally is simple to construct and modify. Most 
importantly there will be no contamination from the electrodes as the inductive coils 
are placed outside the system, wrapped around the quartz discharge chamber. 
A 13.56 MHz plasma generator is used for the primary reason that it allows a plasma 
to be generated without a large potential difference. This will reduce the effects of 
highly energetic bombardment common to dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) and 
capacitively coupled plasmas (CCP). To effectively use these other systems for 
material growth a remote set-up is usually implemented where the substrate is placed 
a large distance away from the plasma discharge. In such a set-up a number of 
beneficial plasma effects are not available. By implementing an ICP at this frequency 
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we can place our substrate much closer to the plasma, without excessive energetic 
bombardment and heating, and thus utilise more of the plasma properties discussed 
earlier for graphene growth. The confinement also produces a high electron 
temperature and plasma density, ICP systems are commonly used for high density 
plasma applications. Finally the set-up is designed so that the feedstock gas is fed 
above the plasma and substrate and is then pumped out below it. Whilst a simple 
design concept this means that all gas travelling through the system must at some 
point interact with the plasma. 
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2.3 Analysis 
There are a number of different techniques that can be used to establish the presence 
of and quality of graphene films. Firstly and most commonly used is Raman 
spectroscopy. It is a high through-put technique that can be used to identify graphene 
and provide some guide as to its quality. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is also a 
commonly used technique and can be used to gauge thickness as well as complement 
other techniques identifying graphene by its thickness. Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) is useful in probing the atomic structure of a material and, due to 
its specific honeycomb lattice and single layer nature, can identify graphene. 
Furthermore, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be used to analyse the 
morphology of grown films though cannot distinguish graphene from another carbon 
film. The various effects that different growth conditions have on the films will be 
reported in reference to these techniques. They will also be used to identify the 
presence of single layer graphene and confirm whether or not it can be grown under 
the experimental conditions. 
Further analysis will be conducted on the catalyst and grown films to elucidate any 
effects the plasma has outside o growing a graphene film. Electron backscatter 
diffraction (EBSD) will be applied to examine crystallographic changes on the surface 
of the catalyst. Low energy ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) will provide information 
concerning the composition of nanometre thick slices of the catalyst. Finally contact 
angle measurements will provide information regarding changes in the surface 
energy of the catalyst. This will enable discussion of the effect the catalyst has on the 
growth and transfer of the films. 
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Figure 2.2: Raman spectrum from a graphene edge [92]  
2.3.1 Raman spectroscopy 
Graphene features a unique Raman fingerprint that can be used to identify it and also 
can be used to estimate levels of defects and edges. Figure 2.2 shows a typical Raman 
spectrum from a graphene edge when excited by a 514 nm laser. This figure clearly 
demonstrates the 4 Raman peaks of interest when studying graphene and graphene-
related material study. First, the G-peak is centred about 1582 cm-1, this is a typical 
graphitic carbon peak related to the adiabatic expansion and relaxation of the 6 
membered rings found in graphitic structures. The D and G’ (interchangeably referred 
to as the 2D peak) at 1350 cm-1 and approximately 2700cm-1, respectively, occur as a 
result of second order scattering processes. The D peak occurs due to a phonon 
exchanged with an edge or defect in the material. The G’ peak is interesting as it is a 
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two-phonon band in the second order spectra of graphite however it requires no 
defect or edge to be activated in graphene. It is only in graphene systems that the 
selection conditions are right for the strong G’ response compared to the G response 
and as such it serves as a fingerprint in the identification of graphene-like materials. 
The D peak is commonly referred to as the defect peak and with good reason. The 
response of this peak is proportional to the number of defects in the material but also 
to the edges. One cannot infer from this peak itself that the material features a lot of 
defects but it is usually a decent indicator. A strong D response is consistent with a 
graphene/carbon film with a large number of edges and/or defects. Interestingly the 
D’ peak is slightly more useful as an indicator for edges and subsequently grain size. 
A relation exists linking the intensity of the D’ peak and the G peak to crystal size 
however the influence of defects on this relation is not obvious nor reported [18] and 
as such whilst in other works this is used as a guide for grain size we do not use it 
here. Whilst we cannot conclude quality or grain size directly from the Raman 
spectrum of a film, approximations can be made and with the combination of other 
techniques a clearer picture of the films can be produced. Raman spectroscopy in this 
work was performed using a Renishaw inVia spectrometer with a laser excitation at 
514 nm (Ar+ laser and room temperature excitation) and a probing spot size of ~1 µm2. 
 
2.3.2 Atomic force microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is one of a host of techniques used to determine 
topological information about films. Simply the technique looks at the deflection of a 
probe head with a known spring constant to determine the height of features on a 
surface as the probe head is moved over the surface. The technique used in this work, 
which provides the sub nanometre resolution required, is non-contact tapping mode. 
Instead of traditionally dragging the probe over the surface and recording as it moves 
up and down here the probe head is driven to oscillate and the changes in oscillation 
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frequency are converted to a height profile. This technique can only be appropriately 
used to measure the film thickness of graphene on an atomically smooth substrate. 
This means that the film must be transferred first which limits its usefulness. During 
the process folding, stacking and agglomeration of graphene flakes can occur which 
will serve to disguise the true nature of the as-grown film. However if single layer 
flakes can be seen, then they were most likely grown as single layer graphene as 
transferring will not break thick crystals into thinner ones. For the case of single layer 
graphene on atomically thin SiO2, graphene will have a height off the surface of 
between 1 and 2 nm depending on conditions and potential adsorbates. So if initially 
it is confirmed that some kind of graphene like material has been grown from the 
Raman spectroscopy and that it may have single layer areas this technique can confirm 
the presence of single layer graphene flakes. AFM measurements for this work were 
carried out using a PicoSPM from Molecular Imaging operating in non-contact mode. 
 
2.3.3 Transmission electron microscopy 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) probes the atomic structure of a material 
with a high energy electron beam. The technique relies on the changes in transparency 
of a film as electrons tunnel through a material. The resolution of this technique is sub 
nanometre and it can be used to examine the organisation of atoms in a film. When 
probing graphene we are looking for the characteristic honeycomb lattice of graphene 
with a 0.134nm atomic spacing. When looking at a single layer of graphene this 
honeycomb will be the only visible system, for bilayer or thicker films A-B stacked 
will look like two graphene grids sitting on top of each other displaced by half the 
atomic distance. By verifying the structure of the film and the atomic spacing we can 
make further conclusions about the films, specifically their thickness and grain size. 
Further, this technique is also quite useful for looking at thicker graphene films and 
determining thickness. While it may not be obvious at the crystal centre by moving 
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the beam and probing the edge of the crystal simply counting the number of atom 
bands will reveal the number of atomic layers. This makes the technique particularly 
useful for analysing thicker graphene films and vertically orientated graphene. Finally 
it must be noted that this technique requires transferring of the grown film to an 
appropriate TEM substrate. This will again lead to similar problems as in the case of 
AFM. Furthermore, the actual area examinable at high resolution is quite small, 
meaning whole of film analysis takes an unrealistic amount of time to complete. 
Finally this is a very low through put technique and analysis is performed only on 
films of interest after they are transferred.The high resolution TEM images in this 
work were taken using a JEOL 3000F Transmission Electron Microscope using a 300 
kV accelerating voltage.  
 
2.3.4 Scanning electron microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a common technique for imaging the features 
of a surface quickly and easily. Using an electron beam with a tuneable accelerating 
voltage (all imaging in this work uses a 5 kV beam) electrons absorbed by the surface, 
which are then re-emitted as secondary electrons are detected. An image is 
constructed, based on the number of electrons emitted at each site as the beam scans 
across the surface, hence the term scanning electron microscopy. Secondary electron 
emission is localised primarily to the surface of a material and as such provides good 
information about the structure of a surface. SEM provides no information about the 
contents of a material only its structure. Thus other techniques are required to first 
identify the contents of a material and then SEM can be used to provide high 
resolution (generally in the order of 5 nanometres) images of the surface. SEM is a 
fundamental characterisation technique and is used extensively in this work in 
conjunction with the other techniques to examine changes in surface morphology. 
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Scanning electron microscopic images were obtained by Zeiss Auriga microscope 
operated at 5 keV electron beam energy with an InLens secondary electron detector. 
2.3.5 Electron backscatter diffraction 
Through the use of a high energy electron beam from an electron microscope a 
diffraction pattern can be obtained from a material as the electrons are scattered from 
a surface. This is an inelastic scattering process and a small proportion of electrons can 
be scattered onto the atomic planes of the material’s crystal. If this scattering occurs in 
a manner that satisfies Bragg’s equation (below) a diffraction pattern emerges. 
𝒏𝝀 = 𝟐𝒅 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜽     (2) 
Equation 2, Bragg’s equation where n is an integer, λ is the wave length of the 
electrons, d is the spacing of the atomic planes in the crystal and θ is the incident 
angle of the electrons on these planes. 
The diffraction pattern that emerges from this process is constructed of bands of 
electrons which are diffracted in cones from the atomic planes. These bands are 
referred to as Kikichu bands and are characteristic of particular crystal phases with in 
a material. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) patterns are collected at points 
along a secondary electron image by scanning across the surface. Each point examined 
has a crystal phase identified and subsequently a map can be created showing the 
location of crystals in the film (topographically). By analysing these maps grain size 
and orientation of crystal grains can be determined. This is a useful tool in determining 
the changes made to crystallography via surface treatments, in this case the technique 
can be used to determine changes made via plasma exposure. This technique requires 
considerable time for alignment and optimisation. Once this is done the surface still 
needs to be scanned which again takes time and a balance between scanning time and 
resolution (via steps of the electron beam) must be determined. For this reason the 
whole film cannot be scanned reasonably and a small area must be selected and 
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further, within this area, a step size must be chosen such that changes in orientation 
can be seen, i.e. it must be less than the grain size of the crystals. In this work scans 
are made over 75x75 μm areas and with a step size of 400nm.  The instrument used 
for the EBSD in this work was an Oxford Instruments EBSD detector where an electron 
beam from a Zeiss Auriga electron microscope operating at 15 kV was used as the 
electron source. 
 
2.3.6 Low energy ion scattering spectroscopy 
A surface sensitive technique very useful for probing the contents of the upper layers 
of a material is Low Energy Ion Scattering Spectroscopy (ISS). This technique works 
by accelerating a beam of He+ ions at a surface and then measuring the energy of the 
ions that are scattered by the surface. When the ions collide with the surface the atom 
they interact with will specifically change their energy due to scattering processes. The 
detector then records the spectrum of ions scattered off the surface. Peaks in this 
spectrum occur when particular elements (due to their specific atomic weight) interact 
with the ion. Through identification of the appropriate energy shifts, the elemental 
composition of the surface can be determined. This technique is sensitive to only the 
first few nanometres of the surface as ions scattered from lower layers are not 
detected. However through the use of the beam the surface is slowly etched and, as 
such, by recording changes in the spectrum over time differentiations can be made 
about how the composition varies over depth. The actual depth of scan is usually 
unknown, i.e. it can be possible to say that the first layer is made of X and then the 
next Y but the thickness is hard to determine. To determine depth a complementary 
technique is required measuring topology such as AFM. This work implements this 
technique to determine which elements are present on the upper surface of the plasma 
exposed surfaces. A Specs SAGE 150 spectroscope with a 20kV He+ beam was used for 
the ISS measurements 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of contact angle. 
2.3.7 Contact angle 
To gain an estimate of the surface energy changes due to modifying the surface, 
contact angle measurements are made. To do this a droplet of water is placed on the 
surface and the angle that the edge of the drop makes with the surface is measured. 
This angle satisfies Young’s equation shown schematically in Figure 2.3 and in 
equation 3. 
   𝜸𝑺𝑮 −  𝜸𝑺𝑳 =  𝜸𝑳𝑮 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑪    (3) 
Equation 3, Young’s equation where γSG is the interface energy between the 
surface and air, γSL is the interface energy between the surface and liquid and γLG 
is the interface energy between the liquid and air, θC is the contact angle. 
The measurements we make here are not to provide an exact value for any of the 
interfacial energies but to provide a comparison between surfaces. So if we treat two 
surfaces differently and measure different contact angles, assuming the interface 
energy between the surface and air and using the same liquid (water), γLG and γSG is 
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constant, a direct observation can be made of how much the surface energy has 
changed. In this work, this is done simply by comparing changes in contact angle with 
plasma treatment. These measurements are made using simply a pipette and a digital 
camera aligned on a flat surface. The actual angle is then calculated using visual 
processing software. 
2.3.8 Electron transport measurements 
Electron transport measurements encompass the tests run on the grown films at 
varying temperatures with applied electric and magnetic fields to determine the 
charge carrier dynamics of the grown films. These measurements are made in a 
physical properties measurement system, in this case a Quantum Design 6000 Physical 
Property Measurement System (PPMS). To determine charge carrier concentration 
and mobility, 4 probe measurements are made. The probes are made by using the 
Zeiss Auriga and a focussed ion beam (FIB), Ga+ source, operating at 30kV. This beam 
can be tuned with applied fields to etch specified areas of the films. By adding a 
Platinum containing hydrocarbon gas into the chamber the FIB can break down the 
hydrocarbon and deposit Pt at the desired location.  
The 4 probe measurements are set up in such a fashion as to measure changes in 
potential as a current is applied across the film perpendicularly. When the 
measurements are made at 0 magnetic field only the sample resistance in between the 
voltage probes is measured against the applied current. When a magnetic field is 
applied however the Hall Effect produces an additional force on charge carriers 
pushing them to the edges of the sample. A voltage will eventually be established that 
counters the magnetic field and current passes straight through the sample again. By 
measuring changes to this voltage, as the magnetic field is changed, the charge carrier 
density can be determined. 
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  𝒏 =
𝑰 𝑩
𝑽𝑯𝒆𝝆
                  (4) 
Equation 4, The charge carrier density n, is given by the applied current I 
multiplied by the magnetic field applied B, divided by the fundamental charge 
constant e, sample resistivity ρ and the Hall voltage VH. 
The intrinsic property, charge carrier density, can be determined from equation 4. This 
is takes a specific value for each prepared graphene film and will vary based on the 
quality, morphology and purity of the films. The more interesting property for 
functionality of the films if they are to be used in devices is the charge carrier mobility, 
this is determined by equation 5 below. 
 𝛍 =  
𝟏
𝐧𝐞𝛒
     (5) 
Equation 5, the mobility μ is given by 1 divided by the charge carrier density n, the 
fundamental charge constant e and the sample resistivity ρ. 
The mobility is a measure of how charge carriers move through a material as an 
electric field is applied. It does not however provide any information about the 
mechanisms by which they move, just how well. To determine charge carrier type i.e. 
electrons or holes, the slope of B/VH is used. If it is positive, the charge carriers are 
holes, if it is negative, they are electrons. 
This same set-up (the four probe set up used for Hall effect measurements) can be 
used for field effect measurements. By placing the graphene film on an insulating 
surface in this case SiO2 300 nm thick on doped Si a field can be applied from the 
bottom of the sample by biasing the doped silicon. This set up is the basic design for 
a back-gated field effect transistor (FET). Through changing this bias and by 
measuring how much the current varies for the same applied voltage the way the 
sample responds to an external electric field can be determined. This is the basis of 
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modern transistors and as such is a valuable measurement to be made on the samples 
to determine if, and if so, how well they may function in such an environment. 
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Chapter 3 – Graphene Growth 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Graphene of various thickness, quality and orientation were successfully grown 
through implementing the plasma-based method described in Chapter 2. This work 
presents, to date, the lowest temperature reported for growing graphene in a CVD 
style process [93, 94]. The primary objective of the work, to grow single layer graphene 
in a low temperature plasma, was achieved. This is a novel approach to graphene 
growth and as such a comparison between this and other techniques is made. The 
process is controllable and can allow the growth of both horizontal and vertical 
graphene-like structures. A variety of different graphene-like nanostructures can be 
grown including a combination of these structures, whilst applications of these are not 
immediately obvious or detailed, they do demonstrate control of the process. The 
growth mechanism of horizontal graphene in a plasma is examined and compared to 
vertical graphene to ascertain the way the two structures grow in similar 
environments. 
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3.2 Single layer graphene growth 
The analysis of a plasma-grown film is presented here. This film was grown in the 
custom built plasma deposition chamber, described in chapter 2. A copper foil was 
used as the substrate and catalyst in this experiment, this foil was placed 10 cm below 
the centre of the induction coils (and therefore centre of the plasma discharge) within 
a quartz tube. For this particular experiment a gas composition comprising of 
hydrogen, methane and argon with flow rates of 89 sccm, 1sccm and 10 sccm was 
injected into the chamber. Prior to injecting the gas mixture, the chamber was 
evacuated to 9x10-3 Pa. Once this base pressure was achieved the gas mixture was 
injected. Through the use of a control valve a pressure of 2 Pa was set for the 
experiment. After the desired pressure was reached and stable a plasma was ignited, 
750 W of power was supplied to the plasma through a matching network and the 
experiment was conducted for 4 minutes. Once completed the plasma was turned off 
and the system evacuated to 1x10-2 Pa, after 30 seconds nitrogen was injected into the 
chamber to bring the system back to standard lab conditions. The sample was then 
removed from the system. The graphene film was subsequently transferred from the 
catalyst to another substrate for analysis. 
The temperature estimate for this experiment is 200±20 °C, as discussed in Chapter 2 
a true surface temperature measurement in this set up is not possible. To provide a 
more substantive temperature estimate for this particular experiment we used a 
temperature standard to ascertain a maximum temperature. The standard in this case 
was polystyrene plastic, which has a melting point of 240 °C. The plastic was exposed 
to exactly the same conditions as the sample and no obvious melting occurred. 
Another plastic, PMMA with a melting point of 160 °C did however melt so we 
suggest the thermocouple reading, whilst featuring a large uncertainty, is accurate. 
This section contains the evidence for single layer graphene growth from this 
experiment. The samples were transferred in a unique, plasma activated process 
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Figure 3.1: a) TEM image of graphene flake, b) Expanded area demonstrating 
the atomic lattice of the flake. 
 
which will be discussed in more length in Chapter 4. The results of the analysis 
techniques discussed in chapter 2 are presented and discussed. Figure 3.1 shows the 
atomic structure of a flake of the material grown in the plasma process. First, 
examining the magnified area we note the atypical honeycomb lattice expected for 
single layer graphene. The atomic spacing is also consistent with that of graphene at 
0.14 nm. Upon examination of the edge of the crystal in part a), it can be seen there is 
no obvious stacking at the edge and it would appear that a single layer sits upon the 
TEM support grid. From this we can conclude that we have isolated a piece of 
graphitic material consisting of a single layer, most likely therefore graphene. 
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Figure 3.2: a) AFM image of graphene flake on SiO2, b) Height profile along the 
dotted line in a). 
 
The AFM analysis included in Figure 3.2, provides further confirmation of graphene 
growth.  Here a small piece of the film has been transferred onto atomically flat SiO2. 
This image is from the sample prepared above and used in the TEM analysis. We can 
clearly show an area of the film of up to a few microns where the height of the material 
from the SiO2 surface is less than 1.5nm. As explained in Chapter 2, single layer 
graphene should sit somewhere between 1 and 2 nm off the surface of the SiO2. This 
suggests that graphene grown in this process may be up to a few microns in size and 
outside of the region of “nanographene” islands [95]. Considering the temperatures 
being used here, this means that the plasma is capable of performing two key roles in 
graphene production, nucleation and subsequent growth. This will be discussed 
further later. 
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Figure 3.3: Raman spectrum of graphene film, peaks assigned as D ~1350 cm-1, 
G ~ 1580 cm-1, D’ ~ 1610 cm-1 and G’ ~ 2700 cm-1. 
 
The final key piece of evidence for demonstrating the successful growth of single layer 
graphene is the Raman spectrum presented in Figure 3.3. This figure clearly shows the 
expected G peak for graphitic carbon. Further the strong G’ peak is consistent with 
that expected for single/bi/trilayer graphene. The strong D peak indicates that the 
material does feature a large number of edges/defects. The D’ peak also indicates small 
crystals. In contrast to the AFM and TEM results we cannot probe a single graphene 
crystal using this technique, unless the crystal is larger than the beam size of the 
instrument in this case ~1 micron. 
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Figure 3.4: a) TEM image of 3 graphene layers stacked on each other, b) flakes 
as seen in an SEM, c) Raman spectrum of thicker 2+ layer flakes which support 
the single layer areas. 
 
Figure 3.4 above demonstrates results from other parts of the film which are not single 
layer graphene. Here we see layering in the TEM and areas thicker than 1-2nm in the 
AFM. Given these results and the Raman spectrum presented in Figure 3.3. It can be 
concluded that this plasma process is capable of growing single layer graphene of as 
of yet an unknown quality [93, 94]. These single layer graphene areas are dispersed 
about areas of thicker graphene materials such as bi and tri layer graphene. However 
given the strength of the G’ peak and the ease in finding single layer graphene in 
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transferred samples via TEM and AFM we expect a large proportion of the film is 
made of single layer graphene. However, it is not possible to quantify the exact ratio 
of single layer to other graphene materials. 
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3.3 Novelty and advancement 
This work, presents, to the best of my knowledge, the first time graphene has been 
grown in a CVD style process below 300 °C. Furthermore it presents the first results 
of graphene being grown in a CVD style system using methane below 600 °C. The 
reported growth of graphene at 300 °C used a thin film of benzene applied to a catalyst 
before growth [96]. This process therefore required only the removal of hydrogen from 
the benzene and the forming of new carbon bonds. When compared to this experiment 
we have both nucleated and grown graphene from the gas (plasma) phase and not 
from a solid/liquid source. The benzene film thickness needs to be carefully controlled 
to allow only the growth of the desired graphene film. This method of growth is 
considered undesirable for this reason and as such gas based CVD style methods are 
preferred as they are easier to scale and implement. 
Graphene with ~200 nm grains which exhibit high mobilities and high carrier 
concentrations[97] have been grown in a plasma style process. The process suggests a 
slightly higher growth temperature T=327-420 °C[97] and utilises a microwave plasma 
set up in a different configuration to this work, it is also found that films grow best on 
the bottom of the catalyst not the top as our method does. Interestingly the work also 
implements nitrogen containing precursors in the growth, the role of the cyano and 
nitrogen groups added to this process is unclear but it may also be beneficial in our 
own work. 
Graphene films have been grown at 300 °C using an RF-ICP plasma operated at lower 
total power input (in a differing configuration and overall system size) than the 
method described here [98]. That process produced films with very high resistivities 
approximately 2 orders of magnitude higher. The films also feature significant 
amounts of amorphous carbon and only contain few-layer graphene with no single-
layer graphene shown in the work. Interestingly higher power input is found to be 
detrimental to growth, producing poorer quality films. This is despite the fact that our 
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growth does occur at a significantly higher power input 750W vs. 50 W. Considering 
the difference in the films produced, it is highly likely that the placement of the 
catalyst, its crystallinity, the size and configuration of the system result in these 
differences in results as well as variations in the actual processing parameters. 
Graphene growth attempts at higher temperatures using plasmas usually lead to 
small grain size and strong vertical alignment of graphene sheets and formation of 
multilayered structures especially as plasma exposure is continued [93, 99]. The 
temperatures implemented in these experiments however are more comparable to 
CVD growth and methane flow rate is likely not optimised as thicker films need more 
carbon delivery. To minimise vertical alignment when producing these horizontal 
graphene films, the catalyst was placed away from the centre of the plasma discharge. 
By doing so, the strong field effects are reduced on the surface of the catalyst that 
direct normal growth of carbon nanosheets. 
Efficient (in material, energy, and time) as well as environmentally friendly or “green” 
processes are becoming more and more important and attention should be drawn to 
the fact that this plasma enhanced method stands as a marked improvement over 
thermal CVD methods in these respects. The plasma process is calculated to consume 
just 3% of the power consumed in maintaining a thermal furnace at graphene growth 
temperatures during the growth stage. This calculation does not account for the 
considerable amount of energy used in actually heating the system to this temperature 
and then annealing the film. The reduction in time required to grow the graphene film 
also means that significant amounts of feedstock materials are saved. This plasma 
process requires gas injection for less than 5 minutes at quite low feed rates when 
compared to other CVD experiments which commonly run for well over an hour and 
have flow rates 10 times greater [71, 100, 101]. Consequently this process stands as a 
vast improvement in efficiency when compared to other, wasteful, thermal methods.  
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3.4 Graphene-related nanostructures 
 
Figure 3.4: SEM images a-f of graphene nanostructures featuring differing sizes 
and morphologies made by changing conditions 
 
Whilst growth of single layer graphene has been demonstrated, the growth of a 
plethora of graphene-related structures is also possible. Some of these materials are 
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shown in Figure 3.4, they include but are not limited to graphene nanowalls, graphene 
petals and graphene microwells. All of these structures however have one specific 
thing in common in that they are not composed of only single layer graphene, in fact 
some contain no single layer graphene at all. All these structures can be grown in the 
same system as that used to grow the single layer graphene mentioned earlier. The 
only changes that need be made are to the gas composition. This highlights the 
versatility of our process. These other structures are not able to be made in a standard 
thermal CVD style system without modifying the catalysts used. 
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Figure 3.5: Composite of TEM and Raman showing thicker layers grown in the 
plasma process a) TEM of open edges ~ 5 layers, b) 3D surface of vertical 
aligned graphene flakes constructed from, c) the AFM image of vertically 
aligned graphene, d) surface profile taken along the line drawn in c), e) Raman 
spectrum of the vertical graphene flake film. 
 
Treatment with the same conditions as that for horizontal film growth except with 10 
sccm of methane rather than 1 sccm will result in the production of vertically aligned 
structures, as seen in figure 3.5b,c,d. The changes in the material are also not just in 
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their orientation but also in their composition. The Raman spectrum presented in 
Figure 3.5e shows a weaker G’, D’ and D peak compared to that of the single layer 
containing horizontal film in Figure 3.3. This along with the more obvious thicker 
layers in the TEM in Figure 3.5a, shows that not only does the film become vertically 
orientated it also becomes thicker. This is confirmed by the peak widths in 3.5d, which 
also shows quite tall ~250 nm graphene flakes. This suggests that an increase in carbon 
density in the gas phase and subsequently upon the catalyst plays a key role in vertical 
alignment of the films.   
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3.5 Horizontal growth and vertical growth 
Chapter 2 highlighted the effects that can be utilised in the growth of graphene 
however this was in absence of the results we have now presented.  
Beginning with the breakdown and production of precursors it is unsurprising that 
graphene can be grown in conditions in a plasma using significantly less feedstock 
than a CVD system. The efficiency gain has already been discussed, however these 
gains exceed just size and gas throughput considerations. The plasma breaking down 
a small amount of methane means that most of the methane is immediately available 
for growth. Not only this, but the gas flow is directed specifically at the surface, due 
to the plasma effects previously discussed. Compare this to the CVD process where a 
thermodynamic equilibrium is established, a great proportion of the methane that 
may be broken down and available for growth is not, nor is it even likely, in the 
vicinity of the surface. Production of carbon in surface assisted processes is also 
expected to be stronger in the plasma. Whilst the overall temperature is much lower 
in the plasma environment, also present are the charged species not available in the 
neutral case. Thus, when methane is diluted into the gas we are not just diluting with 
non-interacting neutral species, but actually providing a source of chemically active 
species. These effects serve to mean that with just a small amount of methane injected, 
compared to a CVD system, a greater proportion of carbon is available for growth. 
This is true as graphene films are grown with less methane in total. 
Energy considerations are also important when discussing growth. Graphene has 
been grown at a significantly reduced temperature than thermal CVD methods, 
however how can this be done? Whilst we have highlighted how carbon can be 
produced in the plasma and on the surface, this is not sufficient for growth. To 
produce graphene, carbon must be attached in a manner that promotes sp2 bonds not 
sp3 bonds and further the carbon must move on the surface to produce larger grains 
and horizontal structures. 
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Immediately we accept that the plasma processes that assist in diffusion over the 
surface cannot overcome the lack of normal temperature enabled diffusion processes. 
This is, we suspect, the greatest problem in producing large graphene grains in a 
plasma based process. We do note however that the carbon does not just clump 
forming isolated islands or nanodots and as such some diffusion does occur. The 
placement of the growing surface away from the core of the plasma and at the edge of 
the discharge is also chosen for this reason. In the core, growth will be driven normally 
not horizontally due to the strong electric fields produced in the plasma sheath. 
Following the concepts highlighted in chapter 2 regarding the etching rates of sp3 and 
sp2 carbon, it is not surprising to find that graphene growth is found when methane is 
heavily diluted in hydrogen. Further the choice in using an RF-ICP plasma appears to 
be justified in this sense. Interestingly it is not just the etching of hydrogen that plays 
a role in producing sp2 structures. We also find that when no Ar is present that growth 
of graphene or indeed any structure containing sp2 carbon is difficult. 
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Figure 3.6: Raman spectra of carbon film grown without a) and with Ar b), all 
else constant. 
 
Figure 3.6 shows two Raman spectra for films produced with and without Ar in the 
gas phase. It can be seen, in 3.6a compared to 3.6b, that there is no significant graphitic 
signal, it is just a weak signal close to the background. This appears to suggest there 
is some Ar mediated process occurring that is very important to graphene growth in 
a plasma. Whilst it is uncertain what produces this result, we suspect it is linked with 
the ability of Ar to reorganise carbon rings into 6 member rings as discussed in chapter 
2 [89].  
Processes, whilst similar must be different for horizontal and vertical graphene. We 
know from the Raman spectroscopy and more generally from the SEM images of 
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Figure 3.6, vertical structures contain more carbon. It therefore can be concluded that 
to nucleate and grow a vertical structure will need more carbon being delivered to the 
surface. However, as they can be grown in the same time frame it is likely that it is the 
rate of delivery, rather than the absolute amount of carbon provided that plays the 
pivotal role here. Etching is also expected to play a role. The vertical structures, as they 
begin to grow may, direct etching next to them. Further to this, the diffusion of carbon 
from the surface up the vertically growing structure will be driven via the electric 
fields produced in the plasma.  
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Figure 3.7: SEM Images of vertical carbon flakes a) maze-like graphene flake, 
b) small vertical flakes and c) higher resolution flakes featuring copper, a 
carbon film and the vertical flakes. 
 
Figure 3.7a demonstrates this result as there is no horizontal/flat layer underneath the 
vertical walls. If it had been present it has either been incorporated into the new 
structure by diffusion or etched away. Figure 3.7b shows very small vertically 
orientated clusters. What is important to note is the shadowing around the bases. 
Figure 3.7c is a higher resolution image of a carbon nanoflakes, where the difference 
between the catalyst (white dots), carbon film (dark film) and vertical flake (white 
structures) can be seen. Away from the vertical structures the underlying copper 
substrate can be seen, however next to the vertical structures some carbon deposit is 
found. We cannot conclude anything about the atomic bonds in these carbon deposits 
however they are not there in a), as the vertical structures gain definition and size. It 
should be noted the vertical graphene sheets in a) are very thin likely only a few sheets 
thick as can be seen by their transparency. Given this evidence it is likely that vertical 
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sheets are nucleated on already deposited carbon on the catalyst, whether this needs 
to be sp2 carbon or not is not clear. During bombardment, etching and any other 
localised processes that may be occurring can form an instability which will lead to 
vertical growth. Once this initial vertical growth begins carbon can be delivered 
directly to the growing structure or incorporated from the catalyst surface to continue 
growth. 
These initial analyses and observation are based upon the fact we have found a 
method, and the specific conditions to grow graphene in a plasma environment [94]. 
Chapter 5 contains a more detailed analysis of the growth based on changes to the 
plasma parameters. 
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Chapter 4 - Plasma Enabled Effects 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The application of a plasma to the growth of graphene introduces a variety of plasma-
specific effects which are not available to standard thermal growth. Chapter 3 
provided evidence of the growth of single layer and other forms of graphene and 
discussed the growth of these films. However the plasma effects are not localised to 
the growing film but affect the whole system. The catalyst, specifically, is modified by 
plasma exposure. This is referred to as plasma treatment hence forth and it is an 
important step in the control and growth of graphene as well as enabling new 
properties of the as grown films. This chapter details this plasma treatment in two 
sections, first, we examine the modification of the catalyst and the role it may play in 
graphene growth and, second, we describe the unique water-based approach 
developed for decoupling the graphene from the catalyst which is enabled by the 
plasma. 
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4.2 Catalyst modification 
Plasma-surface interactions are complex and driven by a number of different 
processes. Within the system, whilst not directly investigating the actual interactions, 
we see their strong effects on the catalyst surface. Most commonly these are observed 
in the form of changes to the crystallography of the catalyst. The plasma also textures, 
cleans and can even damage the catalyst. 
 
4.2.1 Crystallography 
The effects to the crystal structure of the copper catalyst used when growing graphene 
are quite pronounced. There have been a number of studies that investigate the 
influence of crystal structure on graphene growth. It is found that some crystal phases 
generally produce better graphene films than others [86, 102-104]. Due to the 
significance of the crystal structure on graphene film growth it is important that the 
crystallography of the catalyst is investigated. These changes in crystallography are 
easily seen by examining EBSD maps. 
 
Figure 4.1: EBSD Maps of a) untreated copper, b) copper treated for 30 seconds 
and c) copper treated for 30 mins [93, 94]. 
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Figure 4.1 demonstrates the crystallographic changes that are made to the copper 
catalyst as it undergoes plasma treatment. Figure 4.1 shows the crystallography of, 
4.1a an untreated copper foil, 4.1b a foil treated for 30 seconds, and 4.1c a foil treated 
for 30 minutes. The changes are obvious, the colour maps vary which indicates that 
the orientation of the grains in the film are changing and the crystals slowly become 
much bigger. This in many ways is similar to the results of annealing the catalyst 
where by the grains become larger and generally gravitate towards a common crystal 
orientation determined by the annealing conditions. 
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Figure 4.2: Change in crystal orientation as treatment time is varied a) 100 
crystal groups, b) 110 crystal groups and, c) 111 crystal groups  
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Figure 4.2 here shows how the crystal orientation of a film varies over plasma 
treatment time. For these experiments the only change to the set-up was a change in 
the treatment time variable. EBSD was taken of each sample and then analysed. A 
percentage value was assigned to how 100, 110, and 111 orientated a film was. This 
was done by looking at the true crystal orientation and defining; 100 as having 1 index 
significantly (more than 50%) than the other indices; 111 as having all index values 
close together (each within 50%) and finally the rest were assigned a 110 index. We 
strongly advise that these values are not the true miller indices but rather are how 
close they are to these primary groups.  
 
Figure 4.3: Illustration of how EBSD data is simplified to the closest primary 
Miller index. 
 
This is illustrated in the example in Figure 4.3. The inverse pole figure of an EBSD map 
is broken into 3 segments and each crystal is assigned by the closest primary miller 
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indices. The area of the grains closest to 100, 110, and 111 were then summed together 
to determine their overall percentage. Whilst not an actual measure of how orientated 
a material is, it does provide a framework for us to see how the crystal orientations 
vary. 
Following the analogy of annealing we would expect the orientation to slowly 
approach one of the allowed orientations, however as can be seen in Figure 4.2, this is 
not the case. We observe an initial increase in the 110 but a drop in 111. Whilst the 100 
remains almost the same over the same treatment period. On initial exposure to the 
plasma there seems to be a stronger interaction on higher energy crystal phases. This 
seems to hold true until very long plasma exposure times. Here the 110 orientations 
are reduced, as the 100 increase slightly, and, the 111 double in value. This appears to 
suggest that continued exposure forces crystals in the middle (i.e. 110) to become 
higher or lower energy. This may be a result of differently driven processes, where 
one phase me be a thermodynamic product and the other kinetic. Summarising these 
results the crystals appear move away from a 100 orientation and the return to it, 
though these changes are small in comparison to the 110 which increases sharply then 
decreases and the 111 which decreases sharply and then increases.  
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Figure 4.4: The influence of treatment time on a) Number of crystals in scan 
area and b) the average crystal size. 
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The change in the crystal size is depicted in the in figure 4.4. The total number of grains 
appears to decrease rapidly on initial plasma exposure and then not vary 
considerably. It does appear that total number grain slowly trends downwards, it is 
not as severe a decline as the initial few seconds. Interestingly, the average grain size 
does not follow the same trend. Here the grain size increases, then decreases, before 
increasing again. The difference in the two figures is likely a result of the influence of 
grains much smaller than the average being consumed. They will weigh more heavily 
on the average grain size than on the total number of grains. This means that the film 
likely contains a greater variation in grain sizes on initial exposure. This variation is 
then reduced as the grains become larger. In other words we go from lots of small 
grains to a mix of sizes to a few large grains. 
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Figure 4.5: The number of grains is versus the diameter of those grains at 
varying plasma treatment times 
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Figure 4.5 shows previously mentioned grain size changes more intuitively, we see 
that the number of small size grains after the first minute are dramatically reduced. 
This is why there is such a strong decrease in the number of grains in Figure 4.4a. After 
this initial decrease, the small size grains continue to reduce but at a much slower rate, 
which is likely why the number of grains does not vary considerably. Once these small 
grain numbers stabilise, the trend in average grain size is likely more influenced by 
what is happening to the larger grains. 
Whilst crystal grain size trends upwards, it is interesting to note how this compares 
to what is happening to the crystal orientations. It would appear that the increase in 
110 crystal orientation corresponds to the decrease in average crystal grain size. When 
the surface is mostly 111 at long treatment times, the crystal number is minimised and 
size maximised. This suggests that maybe the higher order crystal phases that emerge 
in the shorter treatment time may do so due to the kinetics of the plasma 
bombardment, however over time as the surface temperature stabilises and energy 
into the system is being matched by energy out that the more stable lower energy 100 
crystal phases emerge. 
To justify this the thermal case is described. Consider the energy required to change 
the crystal phase of a small and a large grain. Obviously the energy requirements for 
the larger grain is greater. This would immediately suggest that as energy is delivered, 
the smaller grains will more readily change crystal orientation. Now if this does occur 
and these newly orientated grains can merge with those of a similar index it stands to 
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reason that the most stable orientation for a given temperature, and pressure will 
eventually comprise most of the surface. In our case however the orientation does not 
trend in a single direction, but all orientations increase and decrease as treatment time 
increases. This leads to a conclusion that a process or processes, likely kinetically 
driven, other than the thermodynamic recrystallization plays a role in recrystallising 
our foils.  
Whilst a direct link between the observed phenomena and the growth of graphene in 
this plasma environment cannot be established, it does indicate that it will play some 
role. First because the best quality graphene films are grown when plasma treatment 
time corresponds to a minimum in 100 orientation and a maximum in average crystal 
size (around 5 mins). As discussed in chapter 2, higher order copper crystal phases 
are shown to be beneficial for graphene growth [86, 105]. The catalyst modification by 
the plasma, which is shown to produce more of these phases, is thus an improvement 
over normal annealing processes. Second the plasma is capable of driving non-
thermodynamic, kinetic processes. Again as discussed earlier these processes are vital 
in enabling the growth of graphene both generally and, more specifically, to low 
temperature processes like this one. It is not possible to directly confirm the benefit of 
a plasma in driving kinetic processes being beneficial to graphene growth here, but if 
these processes do exist a plasma that can drive kinetic processes on the catalyst 
surface should to be able to drive them as graphene grows on that same surface. 
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Figure 4.6: EBSD of a) 10 mins plasma treatment using only H2, b) Using only 
Ar and c) using both Ar and H2 for 10mins. 
 
Interestingly the roles of the different gases involved in the plasma treatment are 
different. Samples prepared with only one gas are strikingly different from, not only 
each other, but also the combination of both. 
Firstly we look at the changes to the surface on plasma exposure. Firstly all the 
samples are significantly smoothed on plasma treatment as seen in figure 4.6. The 
mechanism of smoothing is unclear as the surface temperature is not expected to be 
sufficient for melting and reforming a new surface. We suspect that etching and 
recrystallization play a role in the process, however, this was not investigated 
thoroughly. Looking at the surface under only Ar bombardment we see some changes 
to the surface but most specifically we note considerable damage. When only Ar is 
used, the surface is etched quite strongly and pitting is obvious, these are the dark 
spots in Figure 4.6b. When only hydrogen is used this is not the case and the surface 
appears to be much smoother and there is no significant damage. When both are used, 
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there is no discernible difference in the appearance of the surface, which is not 
surprising considering the 1:9 ratio of Ar to H2.  
The colour maps also provide more information about the crystallography. Firstly we 
make not that there is a considerable change to the surface between the untreated and 
any of the plasma treated samples. Interestingly the pole figures for the Ar and mixed 
treatments are similar in their distribution whilst the H2 is not. The grains also appear 
larger in the H only treated sample.  
 
100 
Surface 
coverage 
(%) 
110 
Surface 
coverage 
(%) 
111 
Surface 
coverage 
(%) 
100 
Crystal 
number 
110 
Crystal 
number 
111 
Crystal 
number 
Both 
Gases, 
10 min 
44 43 13 135 105 55 
Hydrogen 
only, 
10 min 
48 21 31 73 54 38 
Argon 
only, 
10 min 
67 18 15 142 104 96 
Both 
Gases, 
1 min 
49 39 12 120 97 57 
Table 4.1: Crystal orientations with different gas compositions and treatment time 
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This breakdown is confirmed in Table 4.1. Hydrogen treatment seems to produce 
more 111 grains, whilst the 100 grains are approximately the same. In fact H only 
treatment produces the largest number of 111 grains in all the prepared samples, no 
matter treatment time. This is interesting as the adsorption rate of hydrogen on 
Cu(111) is higher than that of (110) and (001) [106-108]. Considering that, it is expected 
hydrogen adsorption assists in graphene growth [87, 88], we suggest that those 
samples with higher 111 content will catalyse graphene growth better. Further we 
make note that the effect described earlier, where by the films average crystal 
distribution seems to return after about 10 mins as can be seen by the similarities in 
the 1 min and 10 min samples. The effects of the pre-treatment time will be discussed 
in chapter 5 where the effects of modify conditions has on the quality of graphene 
films.  
The major conclusions from this section is that the copper catalyst is strongly modified 
by the plasma used in this graphene growth process. Examining the effects in the 
absence of carbon allows us to examine how the plasma interacts with the copper. In 
the end we find that the copper is definitely recrystallised on the upper surface. The 
recrystallation initially leads to higher order (and higher energy) crystal facets 
however these are lost on continued exposure. Over time the crystals do get 
consistently bigger. Higher order phases are maximised at around 5 minutes plasma 
treatment, and also with the use of hydrogen exclusively. Ar on its own leads to a lot 
of surface damage which is undesirable for film growth. 
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4.2.2 Composition 
The copper foils used in this experiment purchased from Alfa Aesar are consistent with 
the standard foils used in graphene growth are 99.98% pure, quoted by Alfa Aesar. The 
exact composition of the foils however was analysed using ISS as we wanted to learn 
a little about the surface chemistry of the foils not just their bulk purity. 
 
 
Figure 4.7: ISS of a) Raw copper and b) Plasma treated copper. 
 
The results of Figure 4.7 show large Si and Al contaminations and Ca on the surface 
of the copper foil. The presence of O is unsurprising as it is expected that the Copper 
will oxidise over time as it is transported and stored in the lab in atmosphere. 
Interestingly, as we continue to scan the surface and in effect etch the area via 
bombardment by the high energy ions, the contaminant signals drop significantly. 
This is good evidence for the fact that the contaminants are primarily surface confined. 
This is crucial information regarding graphene growth as we expect graphene growth 
is strongly influenced by plasma/surface interactions as well as processes on the 
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surface itself. In effect, the bulk material is likely not to play a significant role in 
growth.  
When comparing the spectra of the raw copper to that of the plasma treated copper 
we immediately notice a significant reduction in the contaminants on the surface is 
evident. This, whilst an expected result, is nonetheless important. This means that 
plasma is an effective tool for the removal of surface contaminants on the copper foil, 
and aids in preparing the surface for graphene growth. This is further emphasised by 
a reduction in the oxygen peak (overall counts) as well. We note that in the set up used 
here, it will be near impossible to measure no oxygen as we need to remove the sample 
from the plasma chamber and place it in the ISS chamber for measurement. During 
this time the surface will be exposed to oxygen in the atmosphere and oxidation will 
occur. However a reduction in this peak still lets us know that the plasma process does 
remove some of the oxygen during treatment. This oxygen may have originally been 
on the sample or gained from extended periods being left in the lab. 
 
Figure 4.8: High Current ISS scan to probe bulk properties of the catalyst. 
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The above, figure 4.8, is a high current scan of the surface penetrating further into the 
sample, as it etches more of the surface away. There is no obvious contaminations in 
the bulk suggesting firstly that the purported purity is likely accurate and further as 
speculated earlier that the contaminants are surface localised. This allows a conclusion 
that the plasma treatment is an effective tool for removing impurities and preparing 
samples for graphene growth. In fact the removal of impurities in this manner is 
similar to that in an annealing process and explains why this step can be avoided in 
the process employed here. 
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4.3 Water enabled transfer 
Unique to our process for growing graphene is a method of transfer where no etching 
or treatment of the catalyst is required, nor are any other structures required to 
support the film. To transfer our films we simply place the graphene coated catalyst 
into deionised water and the film and catalyst decouple. The film is left on the surface 
of the water, whilst the copper sinks. This process is shown in Figure 4.9 below where 
still camera images are taken at different stages of the process. 
 
Figure 4.9: Camera images of graphene film decoupling a) inserting in water, 
b) film half detached and c) Graphene film left floating on water surface. 
 
Outlined in Chapter 1, the transfer of graphene from the catalyst used during growth, 
to the desired substrate for use, is considered one of the limitations of graphene 
fabrication that needs to be resolved to allow the use of graphene in future devices. 
Our unique process presents a novel approach to transferring graphene that may 
eventually overcome this issue. Through decoupling in deionised water and without 
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a support the issues of contamination are removed, catalyst waste and the use of toxic 
chemicals are avoided. Unlike other processes a salt or acid solution is not used in the 
process, this avoids the need for hazardous or toxic chemicals. Given that only 
deionised water is present and that the catalyst can be reused, catalyst waste is 
minimised. Finally the film detaches as a whole and a metal or polymer support is not 
required, thus contamination by these is not a problem. The patent that was published 
from this thesis was submitted to protect this novel process. Interestingly, there is no 
reports of a completely support free and chemical free transfer for thermal CVD 
grown graphene, nor in any reports of plasma grown graphene. The closest report is 
found in a complex multi-step process using a support and hot pressing utilising DI 
water [56], however this process will still suffer from contamination from the support, 
furthermore it is very time consuming. 
The mechanism by which this process works is unclear and requires further research, 
however we have performed preliminary investigations into this phenomena. To 
probe the surface energy of the catalyst we used a simple contact angle measurement 
with deionised water. This elucidates the changes to the catalyst surface energy 
occuring during plasma exposure. 
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Figure 4.10: Contact angle measurements a) untreated copper, b) 10 min 
plasma treated copper. 
 
From an initial contact angle of approximately 85°, in Figure 4.10a for untreated 
copper, this is rapidly reduced to less than 20°, Figure 4.10b.  Increasing exposure time 
does not show any obvious further reduction in contact angle. This change in contact 
angle corresponds to a large change in surface energy. The energy change will affect 
both the solid liquid and solid air surface energies, as such we cannot determine how 
much the surface energy is modified by. This however is immaterial in this case as we 
can clearly demonstrate that the plasma treatment is having a profound impact on the 
surface energy. The net result of plasma treatment is that the surface would be prefer 
to be covered with liquid (water) than air. This increased affinity is likely to play a 
strong role in the decoupling mechanism activated in this plasma process.  
We stress again that this is a process specific to this process. Considering the very 
common use of annealing in graphene growth in CVD style processes, it is unlikely 
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that it is simply the cleaning of contaminants from the surface that assists in graphene 
transfer. Already discussed in this chapter the catalyst is modified by the plasma, it is 
not surprising that we find that on short plasma exposure that films do not transfer. 
In fact generally we find that for those films that are difficult to transfer (which may 
be due to the film or the catalyst) adding an additional 5 minutes of plasma treatment 
alleviates this problem i.e. if a film grown under certain conditions with 5 min plasma 
exposure does not decouple well or at all, adding a 5 minute H2 + Ar plasma pre-
treatment can solve this problem. This does not work all the time but is generally true 
for the experiments performed for this thesis. 
More interesting for this process is what is potentially occurring on the catalyst. In the 
previous section of this chapter, we have highlighted the role that the plasma has in 
changing the crystallography of the catalyst. It is highly likely that whilst this may be 
very important for graphene growth, so to may it be important for this transfer 
method. Water-based transfer has not been observed on single crystal copper catalysts 
of varying orientations [102, 104, 109-111] so we can rule out one particular phase 
being vital to this mechanism but it may indeed be that the combination of the 
different phases is needed. The same to, could be said, for the way the crystal grains 
in the surface are grown, their size distribution may also be important. Without 
sophisticated and time consuming modelling it is difficult to pin point the factors that 
play the greatest role. 
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Figure 4.11: ISS scans done progressively on a graphene film coated catalyst 
after plasma process, a) First Scan, b) Second Scan, c) Third Scan, and d) Fourth 
scan. 
 
The transfer mechanism could also be the result of a chemical reaction occurring on 
the surface of the catalyst. This whilst difficult to see may be possible to probe using 
ISS. By scanning grown graphene films before and after transfer we hope to see any 
changes in the composition which may be indicative of a chemical reaction occurring 
and elemental composition varying. The first stage was to use the ISS to scan the 
graphene film coated catalyst to see what elements are detected. Initially and 
unsurprisingly we see Carbon and Oxygen, given the nature of the graphene film we 
expect to see a lot of carbon, oxygen may arise from attachment to the carbon or to the 
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catalyst, we also observe smaller amounts of the catalyst and contaminants. 
Continuing the scan we proceed deeper into the sample as the upper layers are etched 
away by the beam. From a -> d we see a decrease in Carbon intensity and an increase 
in the contaminants (Ca) and copper signal. This means from a -> d we see more of the 
underlying catalyst and less of the film as expected. Interestingly the oxygen appears 
to increase as we probe deeper whilst it appears almost the same across b and c. This 
may be due to the location of the oxygen in the sample as we transition from oxygen 
bonded to our film to our catalyst. The important thing to note is that even under the 
graphene film our copper is oxidised. It stands to reason that if the plasma effectively 
cleans the surface as stated earlier in this chapter, this oxidation must occur after the 
growth, meaning oxygen is moving interstitially between film and catalyst. The link 
between this and the transfer is not completely obvious. It is important to note that 
generally graphene is considered to be a good passivation material preventing 
oxidation [112, 113] and requires energy, in excess of thermal energy, for oxygen 
species to move between the film and copper and detach them [114, 115]. 
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Figure 4.12: ISS scans of the catalyst after the graphene film has been removed 
in water, a) First scan, b) Second scan, c) Third scan, and d) Fourth scan. 
 
After scanning the graphene film coated catalyst the next sample that was scanned 
was the catalyst after the graphene film was removed in deionised water. We note 
immediately that there is a weak signal from carbon in all samples, this is likely from 
trace amounts embedded into the copper during plasma treatment or non-transferred 
carbon. This is not obvious in the first scan but this may just be because the carbon 
concentration is lower. Now we note the changes to the oxygen and copper peaks. For 
all scans the oxygen is close to the same value, whilst the copper increases greatly from 
20 to 65 x102 counts. This means that the relative ratio of copper to oxygen is changing, 
as we probe deeper into the copper there is less and less oxygen and more copper. 
This appears to be consistent with the results of the sample where the graphene film 
was not removed, i.e. the oxidation occurs whether or not we place the sample into 
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water or not. This result would appear to indicate that the oxidation of the film is not 
responsible for the decoupling of the films from the catalyst. 
The investigations that were performed to determine how the graphene films can be 
detached from the copper catalyst, in this work and only this work, in the manner 
described are not conclusive. We do not know enough about the changes that are 
occurring on the catalyst to provide an answer to this. There is no doubt that the 
plasma treatment modifies the surface energy of the catalyst. This is concluded from 
the contact angle measurements. Furthermore, this change in energy is likely a direct 
consequence of the changes in the crystallography that occur due to plasma exposure. 
Oxidation of the copper has been ruled out as the effect responsible for transfer but 
we cannot say it plays no role. It is highly likely that a combination of effects occur 
that allows this water-based detachment of film from catalyst. In the future more 
experiments combined with results from simulations and modelling may provide a 
clearer answer. 
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Chapter 5 - Plasma Control 
5.1 Introduction 
There are a number of approaches to controlling the growth of graphene using the 
plasma process described in this thesis. Chapter 3 clearly showed that single layer 
graphene was able to be grown in the plasma conditions. It was highlighted that by 
changing those conditions different films could be produced, this chapter covers this 
in more depth. Likewise, Chapter 4 discussed how the plasma interacts with the 
surface and the likely effect this may have on growing graphene. This chapter features 
the results of the experiments conducted to study how those interactions influence 
growth. By varying plasma and system parameters we begin to illustrate the control 
we have over the plasma process and can comment on the physical processes that may 
be occurring during growth. Modification of gas partial pressures, growth times and 
plasma treatment time are included in this chapter. For each set of experiments 
analysis of the Raman spectra is conducted and presented as well as morphological 
changes shown through SEM images. These two techniques in tandem allow us to 
make comment on the structure and quality of the grown films. These results are 
accompanied by a selection of electrical measurements. These measurements, 
accompanied by their relevant Raman spectrum and SEM images, allow us to draw 
some conclusions about the changes in the properties of the films as the quality and 
morphology changes. 
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5.2 Carbon delivery rate 
Through modification of the amount of carbon injected into the system, as well as the 
amount of time the carbon is delivered for, we are able to see how the carbon delivery 
rate changes the grown films. For this set of experiments the system was set-up as per 
Chapter 3, where good graphene films could be grown. The carbon flow rate to the 
system was then varied during deposition, methane flow rates of 0.75 sccm, 1.5 sccm 
and 3 sccm were used. The time the plasma was run was also varied, 2 mins, 5 mins 
and 8 mins. Results for these experiments are presented in Figure 5.1, the changes to 
the D/G Raman peak ratio and 2D/G ratio is compared to deposition time. We have 
also included a D/G ratio compared to the total carbon delivered, the flow rate of 
methane multiplied by the time. The morphological changes to the films are shown 
through SEM images, here the time and then the flow rate is shown in the top right 
hand corner. These plots and images allow us to make comment on how the films vary 
as the carbon delivered to the catalyst is changed. 
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Figure 5.1: a) D/G Raman peak ratio against scc of methane delivered to 
system, b) 2D/G Raman peak ratio against deposition time, c) D/G Raman peak 
ratio against deposition time, D) – I) SEM images of the carbon films grown 
with different deposition times and methane flow rates, the time and then the 
flow rate is described in the top right corner of each image, each image is taken 
at 50 000 X magnification so the scale for each image is 200 nm. 
 
The first thing we note is that there is a steady decrease of the D/G ratio as more 
methane is delivered to the system. This means that the number of edges and defects 
is decreasing as the amount of methane increases. Considering there is more carbon 
available for growth, it can be assumed that the size of the sheets is likely getting 
larger, the exact effect on defects is not obvious. The 2D/G ratio is more interesting, 
for the very low flow rate samples the ratio decreases as time is increased. Whilst for 
the other two flow rates it appears to increase. Considering that a higher ratio 
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generally infers more single layer graphene in the samples, it would appear that lower 
flow rates are not good for graphene growth and that higher flow rates are more 
effective. It is also highly likely that the higher flow rates would eventually start 
reducing the 2D/G ratio as the films become thicker but this is not observed. 
Interestingly, this would seem to indicate that the graphene flakes in fact become 
thinner as the amount of time in the plasma is increased rather than thicker, at least 
over the short term. This could be a result of two factors, firstly longer exposure time 
is leading to more etching and less deposition, or, vertical alignment is increasing and 
new carbon is added to increase the size of these sheets rather than making them 
thicker.  
If we look at the morphology of the films, the latter appears to be more likely. Each 
methane flow rate shows an increase in vertical features as the deposition time is 
increased. Morphologically, it would appear that the density of features is more time 
than flow rate dependent. On visual examination it would appear that the total 
number of features decreases as the flow rate is increased. Given the set-up for this 
imaging we cannot make much comment on the height of the graphene-like flakes, 
however the length does appear to increase as the deposition time is increased and the 
density of features decreases. It could be assumed that given the increase in size of 
features, it would follow that the height would increase. There is no direct evidence 
of that provided here, though it is highly likely. Here the graphene-like flakes appear 
to be predominantly free-standing, the flakes do not form a self-supporting network. 
The larger the base available for a free standing structure the taller it can grow. 
Considering the lack of perpendicular support from other sheets the larger the sheets 
the taller they should be. This argument is further supported by the electric field 
driven vertical growth of structures in a plasma environment discussed previously. 
The preference to grow vertically rather than horizontally would suggest that as soon 
as the base is large enough to support the structure the flakes would grow up rather 
than out. Furthermore if we look at the size of flakes that have fallen over, they 
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increase in size as deposition time is increased. The aspect ratio of these fallen 
structures is not significantly weighted to either length or width. These results would 
suggest that as the deposition time increases, the sheets grow large both in height and 
length, as suggested by the Raman results.  
The nucleation of graphene-like structures in this plasma process is interesting. Firstly 
we note that the number of features for equivalent times is significantly less with less 
methane flow rate. This would suggest that the initial nuclei is linked to the amount 
of methane being initially injected. The actual structures that grow are also different 
for different flow rates. We don’t see the emergence of flake-like structures till both 
the flow rate is increased and the deposition time is 5 mins. The small features in the 
higher flow rate samples also appear to have a more defined structure than those at 
lower flow rates and the same deposition time. Features of an equivalent size look 
more flake-like as the flow rate is increased. Not only do they look more defined but, 
purely based on their appearance, they look more transparent and as such thinner. 
There is also a significant reduction in the number of structures between 2 and 8 mins, 
whether this is because of etching or incorporation of the smaller structures into larger 
ones, it means that the initial nuclei whilst playing a role in the density of structures 
in the film is not solely responsible for them. This was a hypothesised issue that 
appears to have been avoided in the growth of graphene in a plasma at low 
temperatures. If there was no way to remove or incorporate the initial nuclei in the 
growing graphene flakes then the graphene flake size would be directly linked to the 
density of the initial nuclei. If the flake size was linked to the initial nuclei density than 
it would be extremely difficult to grow large area graphene flakes. This issue was in 
fact the major issue of concern when commencing this work. Given the high rate of 
nucleation in plasma environments [116] if there was no way to use or remove the 
nuclei, it would not be possible to grow anything larger or a better quality than 
nanographene.  
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Pre-treatment 
(min)  
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 flow 
(sccm) 
Ar flow 
(sccm) 
CH4 flow 
(sccm) 
Decouple 
(Y/N) 
8 2 90 10 0.75 No 
8 2 90 10 1.5 No 
8 2 90 10 3.0 No 
5 5 90 10 0.75 No 
5 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 10 3.0 Yes 
2 8 90 10 0.75 Yes 
2 8 90 10 1.5 Yes 
2 8 90 10 3.0 Yes 
Table 5.1: The prepared samples are listed and if they decouple are not is noted. 
 
The ability of the films to decouple from the copper is also important. In the previous 
chapter, it was discussed how changes to the catalyst may allow for decoupling, 
however, it was not discussed how important the film was. None of the low deposition 
time samples decoupled, the rest did except for the lowest methane flow rate at 5 mins 
deposition time. Interestingly the samples that did not decouple had the longest 
plasma pre-treatment time, meaning the catalyst should be effected by the plasma the 
most. Considering the dramatic initial change in the contact angle of the copper, 
meaning all copper surfaces will be hydrophilic, and how the changes to the 
crystallography are influenced by plasma exposure time, it is highly likely that the 
film is playing a vital role in allowing the decoupling to occur. Obviously the ability 
of the film to stay together and separate as a single piece is important in decoupling. 
It is also likely that a complete film must cover the copper for the film to lift-off, as 
water “wedges” between the film and copper, what may occur at discontinuities is 
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not clear. What is clear from the work is that films with less edges/defects are more 
likely to decouple (those with a smaller D/G ratio) and there is no obvious link 
between 2D/G ratio and decoupling as films above and below a ratio of 1 both 
decoupled. This likely means that how much single layer graphene is contained in the 
film may not be important but more likely, the size and quality of the crystals. Further, 
the denser the vertical features, the less likely the films are to decouple. It is thus 
highly likely the horizontal film underneath the vertical graphene flakes is playing the 
greatest role as expected. 
These experiments performed on methane flow rate and methane exposure time 
provide some information about the processes occurring during growth but are not 
exhaustive. The impact on other timing changes and other gas species are not 
discernible from these experiments. Before making any further comment on what is 
occurring during growth other experiments must be presented. 
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5.3 Hydrogen flow rate 
The plasma process described uses hydrogen as the highest flow rate species in the 
system. The impact on changing the hydrogen flow rate is thus two fold, firstly the 
relative concentration of other species varies considerably as the flow rate is modified, 
secondly as the flow rate is changed the hydrogen partial pressure and subsequently 
system pressure is changed. Therefore the hydrogen concentration and system 
pressure are intrinsically linked and as such the results presented here include both 
pressure and concentration effects. We also make note that no 0 hydrogen flow rate 
experiment was performed. This was simply a limitation of the experimental set-up, 
we could not generate a plasma when no hydrogen was present as the pressure was 
too low. Changing the pressure, would change the partial pressure of the other species 
and so this experiment was not performed. 
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Figure 5.2: a)D/G Raman peak ratio against sccm of hydrogen delivered to 
system, b) 2D/G Raman peak ratio against sccm of hydrogen delivered to 
system, c) D’/G Raman peak ratio against sccm of hydrogen delivered to 
system, d) – h) SEM images of the carbon films grown with different hydrogen 
flow rates, the flow rate is described in the top right corner of each image, 
each image is taken at 50 000 X magnification so the scale for each image is 
200 nm. 
 
The D/G ratio for the films prepared is shown to decrease as the hydrogen flow rate is 
reduced. This generally means the quality of the films is improving as the number of 
edges and defects is reduced. Interestingly, it can also be considered that the amount 
of sp2 to sp3 carbon increases as the D/G ratio decreases. This initially seems 
contradictory as it is commonly reported that ICP plasmas operating at similar 
conditions to our own produce large amounts of atomic hydrogen, which should be 
beneficial for growing more sp2 structures than sp3 structures [86, 87, 91]. Therefore 
one would generally expect that injecting more hydrogen, would increase the amount 
of atomic hydrogen and thus make more sp2 structures. This does not appear to be 
occurring in this work. When we look at the 2D/G ratio, beside the final point it would 
appear that the ratio increases as flow rate increases. This typically indicates that the 
amount of single layer graphene content of the film is increasing. It could be that this 
is playing a role in the D/G ratio as the more single rather than thicker graphene 
present means there will be less sp2 carbon in the film. 
The D’/G ratio increases with hydrogen flow rate, this peak is indicative of the crystal 
grain size and as such it would appear that the grain size reduces as the hydrogen 
flow increases. The changes in the morphology of the films is quite dramatic. All 
samples were grown with the same deposition time, however, the low flow rate 
samples have much larger vertical structures than the high flow rate. This would 
appear to confirm the result of the D’/G ratio vs. flow rate figure. Interestingly the 
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increase in 2D/G ratio whilst the films become less vertical indicates that the vertical 
structures are likely made up of thicker graphene flakes. The D/G ratio increasing with 
flow rate also can be linked to morphological changes, there are more edges present 
as the graphene flakes get smaller. Unfortunately we cannot make any comments on 
linking the underlying horizontal film deposited and the Raman figures as we were 
unable to take high enough resolution images of the film. 
Considering the same flow rate of methane is used in each experiment and the only 
factor that is varied is hydrogen flow rate, it is interesting that much larger vertical 
flakes are grown. It is possible that as the hydrogen flow and system pressure is 
dropped more carbon suitable for graphene growth is available. Further the etching 
by hydrogen is expected to reduce significantly which would help larger flakes grow. 
Assisting the growth of more vertical structures may also be the reduction in system 
pressure which will lead to a greater sheath potential. This generally leads to more 
vertical alignment in films grown in plasmas.  
 
Pre-treatment 
time 
(min) 
Deposition 
time 
(min) 
H2 
flow 
(sccm) 
Ar 
flow 
(sccm) 
CH4 
flow 
(sccm) 
Decouple 
(Y/N) 
5 5 10 10 1.5 No 
5 5 25 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 50 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 75 10 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
Table 5.2: Hydrogen flow rate experiments and note if films decoupled or not. 
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Table 5.2 shows that for the most part the films were able to decouple from the copper 
catalyst. The only one that did not was the very low hydrogen flow rate sample. 
Interestingly generally in the course of preparing samples it is found that samples 
with more vertical features decouple easier. This suggests that it is in fact not the film 
that does not allow decoupling but the catalyst itself. In chapter 4 it was shown that 
when only Ar was present during plasma treatment of the catalyst that lots of damage 
occurred on the surface of the catalyst. It is highly likely that damage to the catalyst 
during the plasma pre-treatment increases as the hydrogen flow rate is reduced. When 
the surface is heavily damaged it may prevent decoupling. This requires more work 
to confirm but is the most likely reason that can be drawn from these results. 
The effect of hydrogen on the growth of graphene films in this plasma process is 
obviously strong. It is evident that hydrogen is not simply a carrier gas and that it 
plays a direct role in the quality/size of graphene and graphene-like flakes. Further 
the morphology is strongly influenced by the hydrogen flow rate. It is likely that this 
is more than a simple pressure change effect and that the hydrogen plays an active 
role in modifying the morphology of the films. We conclude from this that hydrogen 
plays a key role in graphene growth in the low temperature growth of graphene in 
plasma processes. 
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5.4 Argon flow rate  
The other gas present in the plasma process is Ar, its role in graphene growth 
processes must also be investigated. It would be expected that as a noble gas that it 
would have a minimal influence on growth. Ar was added into the experiment 
primarily to add more kinetic energy to the system and elevate temperatures. It was 
also expected to assist in the breakdown of species in the plasma phase as the species 
was ionised. Noted in chapter 3 it was found that when no Ar was present no 
graphene films could be grown so there must be some role that Ar plays in graphene 
film growth that is not immediately obvious. 
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Figure 5.3: a) D/G Raman peak ratio against sccm of argon delivered to system, 
b) 2D/G Raman peak ratio against sccm of argon delivered to system, c) D’/G 
Raman peak ratio against sccm of argon delivered to system, d) – i) SEM images 
of the carbon films grown with different argon flow rates, the flow rate is 
described in the top right corner of each image, each image is taken at 50 000 
X magnification so the scale for each image is 200 nm. 
 
Looking at the D/G ratio vs. Ar flow rate figure there does not appear to be any strong 
relation between the two. This is interesting as we would expect that more Ar would 
lead to more energetic bombardments during the growth, these could cause damage. 
This does not appear to be the case, nor does there seem to be a benefit to having more 
Ar so far as the edges and defects are concerned. The 2D/G ratio paints a different 
picture, as expected the ratio is very weak for low Ar flow rates. This confirms the 
result earlier that Ar is required to produce graphene and graphene-like films. The 
dramatic jump at 4 sccm of Ar and drop at 6 sccm is likely a result of one being an 
outlier, however we cannot say this with certainty. What is clear is that at high Ar flow 
more graphene-like films are grown. Looking to the D’/G ratio, apart from the 2 sccm 
result which again does not seem to fit the rest of the data, there does not appear to be 
a strong link between Ar flow rate and D’G/ratio. This suggests that the Ar flow rate 
does not impact heavily on the size of the crystal grains in the film. Looking to the 
SEM images there morphology of the films obviously change with Ar flow rate.  The 
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0 and 2 sccm samples do not appear to be well structured. There are small features 
present but they do not look graphene-like flakes. The 6 sccm sample looks similar but 
the features seem to be gaining some more defined shape and resemble the features 
of the low methane flow rate, high deposition time sample. The 4, 8 and 10 sccm 
samples all appear to contain more graphene-like flakes. The density appears to 
change slightly with more Ar flow making less dense vertical features, though the 8 
and 10 sccm samples do look very similar. 
The results of these experiments are the most inconsistent of those presented so far, 
there does not seem to be any trends to the morphology or Raman peak ratios as the 
Ar flow rate is varied. The only conclusion that can be drawn is that when 0/2 sccm of 
Argon is present the films do not appear to be very graphene-like and that the 8/10 
sccm samples do appear to be more graphene like. Unfortunately this does not 
provide much more information than we had before. Argon appears to be important 
for graphene growth but how important is not clear. The threshold for when enough 
Argon is present for graphene growth has not been determined either but based on 
these results it is expected to be between 2 and 8 sccm. The primary limitng factor 
concerning drawing conclusions with regards to these experiments is the 
inconsistencies in the 4 and 6 sccm experiments.  
Pre-treatment 
(min) 
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 flow 
(sccm) 
Ar flow 
(sccm) 
CH4 flow 
(sccm) 
Decouple 
(Y/N) 
5 5 90 0 1.5 No 
5 5 90 2 1.5 No 
5 5 90 4 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 6 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 8 1.5 Yes 
5 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
Table 5.3: Argon flow rate experiments and note if films decoupled or not. 
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The ability of the films to decouple is a little more obvious. Once the 4 sccm threshold 
has been crossed the films decouple. These results suggest that some Ar is required to 
activate the decoupling mechanism of this plasma process. Referring to chapter 4, this 
may mean that despite the fact that using only hydrogen in plasma treatment 
produced good recrystallization results, it may not be useful for decoupling of films. 
Interestingly the 6 sccm sample which was not very graphene-like decoupled from the 
catalyst. This indicates that this plasma treatment may allow the decoupling of not 
just graphene-like films but other carbon films also. The effectiveness and importance 
of this is not discussed further as this work is concerned with graphene and graphene-
like nanostructures. 
Despite being inconclusive these experiments did confirm that Argon plays a role in 
the growth of graphene. What this role is, how and how much Ar is needed to activate 
growth it is not elucidated. The role is obviously more complicated than just providing 
thermal energy to the growing graphene films. It is likely that as suggested in chapter 
3, Ar plays a role in catalysis, likely an athermal one but this needs to be investigated 
further. 
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5.5 Pre-treatment and deposition time 
The final piece in the puzzle regarding changes to the gases and plasma processing 
time is to look at the effect that pre-treatment and deposition time have, as the other 
is held constant. The carbon delivery rate section of this chapter begun to examine 
these timing effects however there the total plasma exposure time was kept constant, 
here we vary it. The pre-treatment experiments are made with 5 minute deposition 
times. The deposition experiments are made with 5 min pre-treatment time. The 
samples are made from 0 – 10 mins so the total plasma processing time varies from 5 
to 15 mins. These experiments allow us to examine the specific effect that the catalyst 
preparation has as well as the growth time. 
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5.5.1 Pre-treatment  
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Figure 5.4: a) D/G Raman peak ratio against pre-treatment time, b) 2D/G 
Raman peak ratio against pre-treatment time, c) D’/G Raman peak ratio 
against pre-treatment time, d) – h) SEM images of the carbon films grown with 
different pre-treatment times, the pre-treatment time is described in the top 
right corner of each image, each image is taken at 50 000 X magnification so 
the scale for each image is 200 nm. 
 
Pre-treatment of the catalyst appears to have a significant effect upon the final films 
grown in the plasma. This is rather surprising and proves that the plasmas interaction 
with the catalyst in cleaning and recrystallization plays an important role in the 
growth of graphene at low temperatures. In this way the plasma processing before the 
injection of methane is similar to that of the annealing of the catalyst before growth in 
a thermal CVD style experiment. 
The D/G ratio trends down as pre-treatment time is increased. This suggests that as 
the catalyst is exposed to the plasma for longer before growth, better films can be 
produced. There is a potentially an increase in the D/G ratio at 10 mins but there is not 
enough data to confirm this. The fact that the D/G ratio decreases is not surprising. 
Increased pre-treatment will lead to higher temperatures, which are likely to assist 
growth. Noted in chapter 4 also is that as plasma exposure is increased more 
recrystallization occurs which may also be beneficial for growth. 
Based on the 2D/G ratio it would appear that there is a minimum pre-treatment time 
required before graphene-like films can be made. This point occurs somewhere 
between 4 and 5 mins. This notable transition suggests that more than just having the 
native oxide layer removed, the catalyst must be in a suitable state prepared by the 
plasma, before injection of methane if graphene-like structures are to grow. This exact 
state is not obvious but it is likely a combination of a minimum temperature and 
certain catalyst crystallography that is required for graphene growth. 
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The D’/G ratio as pre-treatment time is varied appears to exhibit a cubic like nature, 
at least for the data collected. There is an initial increase, before a decrease and then 
subsequent increase again. If the D’/G ratio is interpreted as a guide to grain size this 
means grain size reduces, increases and then reduces again. Based on the results from 
Chapter 4 it is unclear why this may be so, it is also highly likely these points are 
strongly influenced by whether a graphene-like structure has grown orit is some other 
form of graphitic carbon. It is unclear what may cause the potential reduction in grain 
size from 8 to 10 mins. 
Comparing the SEM images we immediately note the emergence of vertical graphene-
like flakes coinciding with the transition in the 2D/G ratio. Before this the structures 
are poorly defined and resemble carbon clusters rather than having a defined crystal 
like structure. The number of vertical graphene-like flakes increases as pre-treatment 
time is increased and the major difference between 8 and 10 mins is the reduction in 
the carbon clusters. 
 
Pre-treatment 
(min) 
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 flow 
(sccm) 
Ar flow 
(sccm) 
CH4 flow 
(sccm) 
Decouple 
(Y/N) 
0 5 90 10 1.5 No 
2 5 90 10 1.5 No 
4 5 90 10 1.5 No 
5 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
8 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
10 5 90 10 1.5 Yes 
Table 5.4: Pre-treatment time experiments and note if films decoupled or not. 
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Here we see again a strong link between films that decouple and those that contain 
graphene-like structures. By simply increasing pre-treatment time we enable the 
unique water-based decoupling mechanism. Further, this result is consistent with 
those mentioned in Chapter 3, it was stated that generally if a film cannot be 
decoupled, increasing pre-treatment time can help. Whilst we have noted in the above 
that increasing pre-treatment time influences the morphology and quality of the films, 
this fact still holds.  
The results indicate that the pre-treatment time is very important to growth. There is 
a minimum threshold whereby a graphene-like film can grow and also decouple from 
the catalyst. We also note that whilst increasing pre-treatment time has some influence 
on morphology, grain size and quality, once the threshold is past this is not a 
significant effect. 
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5.5.2 Deposition time 
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Figure 5.5: a) D/G Raman peak ratio against deposition time, b) 2D/G Raman 
peak ratio against deposition time, c) D’/G Raman peak ratio against 
deposition time, d) – i) SEM images of the carbon films grown with different 
deposition times, the deposition time is described in the top right corner of 
each image, each image is taken at 50 000 X magnification so the scale for each 
image is 200 nm. 
 
Considering the nature of these experiments it is expected that modifications to the 
deposition time will have a strong effect on the grown films. Increasing or decreasing 
the amount of time the films have to grow will traditionally effect thickness and 
quality of thin films. Looking to the changes to the D/G ratio as deposition time is 
varied, this appears to be the case. Increasing the deposition time leads to a decrease 
in the D/G ratio. This means that as treatment time is increased the number of 
edges/defects in the films decrease. This can be considered as an overall increase in 
the quality of the films.  
This does not appear to be the case for the 2D/G ratio. The figure suggests that, like in 
the other experiments, there is a transition point where little graphene-like structures 
grow and then after a certain amount of time they begin to form. Once this occurs the 
2D/G ratio does not appear to vary considerably.  
The D’/G ratio, indicative of grain size decreases, except for the outlier at 4 mins, as 
deposition time increases. This suggests that as the deposition time is increased the 
grain size gets larger.  
The D/G and D’/G ratio dependence on deposition time is as expected, however the 
2D/G is not. Specifically it would be expected that as the deposition time is increased 
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that the amount of single layer graphene in the films would decrease, this does not 
appear to be the case, as there doesn’t seem to be a noticeable reduction in the 2D/G 
ratio as deposition time is increased. This could be that enough time has not passed 
for the films to get significantly thicker, or that simply increasing treatment time 
increases the size of the single layer grains rather than making them thicker. We do 
not have enough information to determine if one or both of these effects occurs. 
Though the latter effect is supporting by the decrease in D’/G ratio as deposition time 
is increased. 
Looking to the SEM images we see a similar transition in the morphology as the 2D/G 
ratio. The 2 and 4 min samples seem to be composed mainly of small nanosized carbon 
clusters. Whilst the 6 – 10 min samples feature vertical graphene-like flakes. There 
does not appear to be a significant change to the size or density of these vertical flakes 
as the treatment time is increased. The carbon clusters seen in the 2 and 4 min samples 
appear to still be present as well. Again we note the limitation of the experiments in 
truly examining the structure of the underlying horizontal graphene film. 
 
Pre-treatment 
(min)  
Deposition 
(min) 
H2 flow 
(sccm) 
Ar flow 
(sccm) 
CH4 flow 
(sccm) 
Decouple 
(Y/N) 
5 2 90 10 1.5 No 
5 4 90 10 1.5 Yes 
5 8 90 10 1.5 Yes 
5 10 90 10 1.5 Yes 
Table 5.5: Deposition time experiments and note if films decoupled or not. 
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The decoupling of the films follows a similar trend to those already observed. Films 
with obvious, well defined vertical structures appear to decouple whilst those made 
of poorly formed carbon structures do not. There is also a sharp increase in the 2D/G 
ratio as the films become able to decouple. The results here suggest that those films 
that have more “graphene-like” material, evidenced by the 2D/G ratio, are able to 
decouple and others not. 
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5.6 Experimental discussion 
The experiments presented can now be used in conjunction with each other to present 
a more thorough picture of what is happening as the growth environment is changed. 
The most important point to note is that no matter how the parameters were changed, 
each had an effect on the final film produced. This means that each change made to 
the plasma environment has an influence on growth. Whilst this does make it difficult 
to determine the exact role of each it does mean there are a number of degrees of 
control available. Further we have not included analysis of a number of other controls 
available. Catalyst position relative to discharge, biasing, potential screening, power 
supplied to plasma and catalyst heating are all controls that still need to be (and are 
being) investigated. In short we present these results as the initial investigations into 
the optimisation of this unique plasma process. 
Looking to Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 differences in the films grown as both deposition 
and pre-treatment time are varied are clear. This is supported by Figure 5.1 where 
both were varied at the same time. There does not be a significant change in the 
density of features when pre-treatment or deposition time are varied, however there 
is when both are changed. This would appear to suggest that the two processes may 
balance each other. For instance, it may be that pre-treatment time plays a role in 
determining the number of nucleation sites and deposition time determines how they 
grow. Thereby shifting both will change density but changing one or the other may 
not have a dramatic effect on density.  We also note that the amount of carbon present 
in the system (in the form of methane) has a stronger effect on the quality of the films 
then time does. There does not appear to be a strong effect on pre-treatment time or 
deposition time on the quality once graphene-like films begin to grow. However when 
both are varied, there is a noticeable effect but again this is less than changing the 
methane flow rate as per Figure 5.1. 
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The gas compositional changes appear to have the strongest effects on the grown 
films. In the case of Hydrogen we see an increase in 2D/G ratio and D/G ratio as more 
hydrogen is injected. For Argon the effect is not proportional but rather there appears 
to be a minimal threshold to overcome before graphene-like films can be produced, 
once this threshold is reached the changes to peak ratios are minimal. The methane 
experiments suggests that more methane makes films with less defects and more 
graphene-like material due to an increase in 2D/G peak ratio. The strongest change for 
each timing is between 0.75 sccm and 1.5 sccm of methane. These results suggest that; 
Argon is playing some vital role in the production of graphene-like material 
production; Hydrogen is likely playing an etchant role as it is potentially thinning 
sheets but it is also producing more edges and defects as seen by the rising D/G peak 
ratio; and, Methane plays a role in producing more graphene-like material whilst also 
reducing edges and defects. This suggests that the better films will be made with 
enough Argon to overcome the threshold, and balancing hydrogen and methane to 
control graphene-like material production and reducing edges/defects. 
Unsurprisingly then we find good films grown in high hydrogen (the upper flow rate 
experiments), medium methane (the middle methane flow rate) and sufficient argon 
flow rate (anything above 6 sccm in these works) experiments. It is highly likely that 
the methane role will shift as more methane is injected and films get thicker, but this 
is not observed in the presented work. Very high Argon concentrations have also not 
been tested and it may indeed be the case that strong bombardment with high Ar 
concentrations could lead to etching and damage. 
Concerning the decoupling of films from the catalyst there appears to be a threshold 
in all experiments that once overcome films should decouple. Based on the 
experiments this threshold very closely matched the point at which both, well-defined 
vertical structures began to grow and the films exhibited strong graphene-like Raman 
signatures. This suggests that the transfer, whilst intimately linked to the plasma-
catalyst surface interactions, also requires films to possess graphene-like qualities. It 
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is interesting to note that this was true for all the experiments despite the D/G and 
D’/G ratio varying considerably. Effectively it would appear the “quality” of the films 
played less of a role in the decoupling process than the graphene-like nature of the 
film. 
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5.7 Electrical properties 
The electrical properties for a selected sample size were measured to determine how 
linked the properties of the films were to their quality and morphology.  
 
Figure 5.6: Resistance changes as temperature is changed for 3 different 
samples, samples 1-3 -> a)-c). 
 
The temperature profiles in Figure 5.6 are typical for the grown graphene films. Most 
films exhibit semi conducting behaviour and are p-type semiconductors. The changes 
in response to temperature follow no clear trend between growth conditions. The 
difference in growth conditions between sample 1 and sample 3 was only 2 sccm of 
Ar, samples were prepared with 5 minutes of deposition and pre-treatment time, 90 
sccm of H2, 1.5 sccm of CH4, and 10 and 8 sccm of Ar, respectively. Interestingly 
sample 2 which was prepared with the same conditions as sample 1 but with twice 
the methane appears to exhibit a combination of metallic and semiconducting 
behaviour, it is unclear why this is the case. 
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Figure 5.7: a) and b) sample 1 prepared twice showing the difference in 
stacking and clustering on transferring the film to SiO2, c) schematic of the back 
gated FET device, d) Performance of the FET device. 
 
Looking at the SEM image presented in Figure 5.7a,b of transferred graphene films we 
can see the films are not perfect and flakes stack and overlap one another. The 
stacking, alignment, and overlapping of graphene flakes is influenced by the transfer 
method more so than the growth process. Significant differences between films based 
on how well the transfer is carried out is obvious immediately from looking at the 
figure as two films prepared with the same conditions are stacked and clustered 
differently. Tunnel junctions between graphene islands may also contribute to the 
conductivity of the films. This is why the field effect is measured in Figure 5.7d. The 
response of the films to electric fields at room temperature is also tested. This is an 
important test considering promising potential applications of graphene in field effect 
transistors[117]. The devices were constructed in a back-gated configuration with a 1 
micron thick SiO2 layer on top of doped silicon (depiction in Figure 5.7c). The 
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dependence of the on-to-off current ratio Ion / Ioff of our device is shown in Fig 5.7d, 
where it varies from ~20% at -30 V to ~120% at +20-30 V, which is quite reasonable for 
a graphene device operated at room temperature[118]. Indeed, to show strong field 
effects, measurements are usually carried out at low temperatures; however at these 
low temperatures [119, 120] the Coulomb blockade effect of our graphene grains 
becomes significant. In addition, the tunnel junction resistances have a significant 
contribution to the total resistance of the graphene films and may be higher than that 
of the graphene grains. The resistance of these tunnel junctions is gate voltage 
independent and therefore reduces the response of the FET device to the gate voltage. 
Considering this, it is noteworthy that we can still observe significant changes to the 
device’s resistance through the field effect on the films. These effects need to be 
explored further to provide a clearer picture of whether grain quality or transferred 
film morphology plays the most important role in the measureable properties of the 
films. 
 
Figure 5.8: a) image of an as fabricated Hall effect device, b) Result of testing 
of the device. 
 
Figure 5.8a is an example of the devices constructed for Hall effect measurements. 
Measurements are made with a current running from left to right, I+ and I-, the 
potential difference from the top electrodes, Va and Vb, determines sheet resistance 
and the voltage drop from the top and bottom electrodes, V+ and V- provides the Hall 
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voltage. Resistances of 800 Ω/□ to 170 k Ω/□ were measured for the best and worst 
graphene-like samples prepared, samples 1 and sample 3. Carrier concentrations 
~4x1013/cm2 are calculated based on Hall Effect measurements for the best performing 
graphene film. This measurement is performed by determining the Hall resistance 
dependence on magnetic field, the resultant figure used to make this calculation is 
shown in Figure 5.8b. The associated carrier mobility based on the carrier density and 
resistivity of the film is calculated to be ~200 cm2V-1s-1. There are large variations in the 
mobility of CVD grown graphene with values typically ranging from 3750–7350 cm2V-
1s-1 and carrier concentrations of 2-5x1012/cm2 [3, 48, 86, 121]. These measurements are 
made however through an FET configuration and using a gate voltage to find the 
Dirac point. It was not possible to measure the properties of our films at the Dirac 
point (as we lacked the ability to apply a gate voltage in our mobility measurement 
configuration) and as such our carrier density is higher, and subsequently, our 
mobility lower. It is expected that these values would change if measurements were 
made at the Dirac point. Though it is highly unlikely that, even at the Dirac point, the 
films we produce will directly compete regarding their mobility with CVD grown 
graphene. This is because the quality and grain size of CVD grown graphene is 
currently greater. 
There appeared to be little link between the quality and morphology of the films and 
the electrical properties. It is therefore most likely that the decoupling and subsequent 
transfer of films is creating the inconsistencies in film properties. Given the process 
presented here features no support film to hold the graphene film together during 
decoupling and is, as of yet, not very well understood, this result is not surprising. In 
fact the influence of transferring graphene even in very sophisticated and widely 
researched graphene growth and transfer processes remains a large problem as 
mentioned in the introduction. Considerably more time and research needs to be 
conducted into this process before it can compete with other processes however this 
thesis does present the initial steps towards this.  
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion 
 
6.1 General remarks 
The work presented in this thesis marks the initial steps towards a viable process for 
growing graphene in a plasma environment. Whilst we successfully achieved growth, 
as we have presented in this work, there remains a great deal more investigations that 
need to be conducted on this process. These investigations are needed before this 
process can truly compete with processes being investigated by 1000s of researchers 
world-wide. The ground breaking and novel aspects of this work are encapsulated 
mostly within the low temperature growth of graphene and the water-enabled 
transfer. On commencement of this work neither were thought possible however 
neither was it thought a plasma and only a plasma could be used to grow graphene. 
At the conclusion of this work we feel a significant and unique contribution has been 
made to the scientific community. Considering this we surmise and conclude the key 
points from each chapter and finally describe where we feel future research will be 
directed and what aspects of the work need further examination. 
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6.2 Summary of work 
Chapter 1 introduces the thesis and describes the basis for the global research efforts 
in graphene materials. It is key to understanding the motivation of this work. Whilst 
the novelty of exploring a new and uncharted method for growing graphene is 
scientifically interesting, this work to must also contribute towards something 
meaningful and in this case the potential of graphene to be used in devices and 
materials is an obvious motivation. The key obstacles to the realisation of this potential 
were highlighted in the way graphene is synthesised and how graphene is than 
manipulated and transferred. To this end a knowledge gap was identified, where low 
temperature growth of graphene, in an industrially scalable system is difficult, the 
implementation of plasmas to grow graphene was not being investigated as actively 
as thermal growth and the only way to remove graphene from a catalyst after growth 
was by etching the catalyst, electrochemically treating and/or damaging the graphene. 
It was in this space that the research of this thesis took place. 
 With the motivation of the work and the area for which research was going to 
be undertaken established, Chapter 2 introduced how this was work was going to be 
done, and the fundamental principles that underpinned the work explained. The 
experimental design was established and explained. Next the processes by which we 
expected the plasma to enable graphene growth were highlighted and discussed. How 
these processes would be harnessed and implemented was described.  Once the 
experimental set-up and underpinning theory was explained, each of the analysis 
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techniques used in this work were discussed. How these techniques work were 
explained in brief but more importantly how they related to graphene growth and 
graphene properties was clearly described. The theory and methodology of the thesis 
now explained, the results of the research could then be presented and discussed. 
 The thesis then moved into the crux of the work, in Chapter 3 evidence for 
single layer graphene growth was provided. The evidence was made up of a plethora 
of results from the analysis techniques described and it was concluded that single 
layer graphene could be grown in a low temperature plasma process. Further, the type 
of films that are grown in this process were described as they are slightly different to 
other growth techniques. The novelty and advancement of this work was discussed 
in respect to other research in related areas, it was concluded that this work was 
original, valid, and presented a significant contribution towards overcoming some of 
the obstacles regarding graphene growth. The different graphene nanostructures that 
can be grown in this work were then highlighted. The manner in which very different 
morphologies of graphene can be synthesised in a similar process led to a discussion 
of the growth mechanisms in the plasma process. The difference in requirements for 
horizontal and vertical structure grown in a plasma were discussed and how they 
differ again to thermal growth was described. The next major contribution of the work 
can now be discussed with graphene growth in a low temperature plasma established. 
 The interaction of the low temperature plasma in this process gives rise to a 
number of unique effects discussed in Chapter 4. Firstly, the interaction of the plasma 
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with the catalyst in modifying crystallography and composition was shown. The 
crystal grain orientations and sizes are influenced by the plasma, in a manner 
beneficial to graphene growth. Secondly, it was shown that the catalyst can be 
effectively cleaned and prepared for growth using only a plasma and no annealing. 
Next, the process specific and original water-enabled transfer of graphene is shown. 
Reported only in this process we demonstrate that through the use of a low 
temperature plasma the catalyst is modified in such a manner that the grown 
graphene films can be detached from the catalyst using only water. The method 
appears to be linked to how the plasma modifies the surface and changes its surface 
energy. This simple method offers a unique solution to the obstacle of graphene 
transfer, as it does not contaminate the film nor damage or destroy the catalyst, in fact 
the catalyst can be reused.  
 Considering the description of the two major results of the work in Chapter 3 
and 4, low temperature growth and water-enabled transfer, Chapter 5 presents results 
of, and, discusses experiments regarding modification to the growth process. The 
changes to the graphene film as gas composition and treatment time are explored. The 
changes to the quality of the film allows comment on the processes occurring during 
growth. The electrical transport properties of a number of films is then presented and 
linked to the changes in quality as the process is modified. The linking of properties 
to modification of the process demonstrate the control we have in the process and 
presents the case that a plasma process has more degrees of control than a standard 
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thermal process. The changes to the films also have an impact on the success of the 
water enabled transfer and this is discussed and described. Linking the process 
controls to the quality and, hence, properties of the grown films is the final work 
presented in this thesis. It demonstrates that not only have we developed  a new 
method to grow graphene that addresses some of the key obstacles in graphene 
growth, but also, that the process can already at this early stage, be controlled to 
produce different graphene nanostructures and films. 
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6.3 Future outlook 
Mentioned earlier this thesis is the beginning of not only my research career but also 
I feel research into low temperature plasma based growth of graphene nanostructures. 
The work here is an initial investigation into the process and serves as foundational 
work on which there is much to be added and improved. 
 First and foremost the process needs to be optimised and improved in a manner 
that improves single layer graphene grain size and yield. Whilst growth at low 
temperatures is now demonstrated the small grain size and lack of pure single layer 
crystals in the films limits the work. If the grain size can be improved and only single 
layer crystals grown this process would, I feel, become competitive with thermal CVD 
growth for industrial applications. 
 The plasma-enabled water-based transfer and decoupling of the graphene 
films first presented in this thesis needs further investigation. The mechanism by 
which this works is not immediately obvious or fully described in this thesis. This is 
important not only for this process but for others. With an understanding of the 
mechanism of transfer, it may be possible to incorporate it into other growth 
processes. This would be a huge boon for the advancement of graphene based 
technologies. 
 The influence of the catalyst is an aspect of this work which whilst highlighted 
can be explored much further. The use of differing catalysts, different types of copper 
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and thin film configurations are obvious avenues of research. Different materials for 
the catalysis of graphene are well documented for thermal growth but their impact on 
this plasma-based growth is not obvious. Different types of copper from glassy copper 
to highly polycrystalline to single crystal samples would also be interesting to explore, 
to see how the interaction of the plasma can modify these materials for growth and 
transfer. Changing the alignment and strength of electric fields on the catalyst through 
the use of conductive and non-conductive substrates with thin film catalysts is also of 
interest. The changes in the fields would likely direct growth differently changing how 
films grow, are aligned and their morphology. 
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6.4 Concluding remarks 
The ideas presented above are just a few of the immediate future investigations 
planned for this work. There are many aspects that require more study and analysis, 
including, I am sure, aspects I have not even thought to consider. I feel this is the 
important conclusion I draw from this work, whilst I feel an important, original 
contribution has been made to science the work does not stop here. Rather than reduce 
my interest in research, this thesis has served to further motivate to continue 
researching. I have a natural enthusiasm for learning and have learnt a great deal 
about research and physics throughout my time as a student. The development of this 
plasma process has instilled in me an interest in the interactions between plasmas and 
surfaces. Moreover the interesting physics that comes into play when exploring the 
nanoworld with plasmas fills me with a curiosity to delve deeper still. Generally I feel 
that as science and technology advances further, more interesting solutions must be 
found to overcome obstacles preventing scientific advancement. I hope I am able 
contribute to these scientific advancements in the future. 
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